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Hr. Takesh1 Watanabe 
President 
Asian Development Bank 
Commercial Centre 
P.o. Box 126 
Makati, Rizal D-708 
Philippines 

Dear Mr • Watanabe I 

In the' absence of Mr. MeHama. a, I am pleased to enclose tor 
your infonnation a coW of a secret n te on recent discussions with the 
Gove:mment ot Pakistan and a possible course of action for the ConsortiUlQ,. 
This is the note referred to in Mr. McNamara's message to you ·0£ 
May 14, 1971. 

Ene. 

ee. Mr. L. Christoffersen 

/ 

Sincere~ yours, 

I. P . M. Cargill 
Director 
Sou th Asia Department 

President bas seen_ 



:\ llITERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND D wm~Ct\t~t,~'5 - ~ \ 
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION 

PAKISTAN 
A Note by Mr. Cargill on Recent Discussions with the Government 

and a Possible Course of Action for the Consortium 

Discussions in Pakistan 

1. As you know, I visited Islamabad from ~ I - 4. 

( 
\ 

principal purposes: (i) to ensure, to the extent possible, that the central 
authorities, in particular President Yahya Khan, understood how severely 
Pakistan's image abroad had been damaged by reports on the actions of the ~ 
in East Pakistan and how this might act as a constraint upon aid from abroad, 
and (i1) to examine further Pakistan's financial situation and short-term outlook. 

2. The information provided by authorities on Pakistan's finances 
leaves no room for doubt that the situation is extremely serious. The foreign 
exchange position and outlook for the period ~ through September are des
cribed in detail in Annex I. In brief, all available evidence suggests that 
sometime in July or early August Pakistan will probablY have exhausted the 
State Bank's exchange assets in convertible currency. This is after taking 
into account the Government~s announced intention to defer roughly US$55 
million of debt service payments in foreign exchange during the period. 

3. The internal financial situation is equal~ serious. The Government 
now expects to have to obtain Rs 1,650 million (U8$350 million) from the 
banking system to finance the budget deficit in 1970/71. This compares with 
an original estimate of Rs 600 million for the current financial year. Ex
pansionary financing at such a level would exceed by 25 percent the previous 
peak reached during the war with India in 1965/66. It would be needed to 
support a level of public development expenditures in real terms substantially 
less than last year and roughly equivalent to that achieved four or five 
years ago. Indeed, considering that expansionar,r financing of the budget 
had already reached Rs 1,350 ~illion by the end of February - that is, before 
all revenue collection stopped in East Pakistan - the Government's present 
estimate of the budgetary financing gap may well prove too low. 

4. In sum, it is evident that the suspension of economic activity 
in East Pakistan, superimposed as it was on a deteriorating trend resulting 
from the Government's procrastination in undertaking the comprehensive exchange 
and revenue reforms that have been under discussion for some time, has led to 
crisis conditions in both the external and internal financial situation. . 
Furthermore, the repercussions of this situatio~ are bound in a few months' 
time to spread to West Pakistan, unless (i) the economy in East Pakistan is . 
restored quickly, both as a market for West Pakistan's manufactures and as 
an earner of for,eign exchange, and (ii) very substantial amounts of external 
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assistance are committed soon. If normality - in respect of economic activity 
in East Pakistan and in respect of external assistance - is not restored quick~, 
it is difficult to see how West Pakistan can avoid a sharp reduction in industrial 
activity, with the possible consequence of widespread social unrest. . 

5. Annex II examines the amounts of external assistance that might be 
needed for 1971/72 to avoid complete exhaustion of the state Bank's exchange 
assets in convertible currency and to prevent imports from falling to a level 
at which a severe cut-back in economic activity will become unavoidable. More 
work has to be done to firm up these estimates. However, as a ver.y rough 
indication of orders of magnitude, it appears that, excluding project aid, at 
least uS$50o million might be needed for these purposes, including perhaps 
US$175 million in a form equivalent to cash (i.e. IMF resources and debt relief), 
US$200 million for imports of foodgrain, and the rest in commodity aid. Further
more, a substantial part of this as~istance, particularly the cash portion, 
would have to be committed no later ' than the end of July; arrangements for 
food aid may have to be made even earlier. Shortfalls in export earnings below 
the optimistic assumptions underlying these calculations would require additional 
conunodi ty aid, to replenish the pipe'line, around the end of the calendar year. 

6. As noted above, these ver,y rough first estimates are subject to change 
~ as further work is being done, but the basic facts as outlined here W±ll remain: 

if Pakistan's economic collapse is to be prevented, action will have to be 
taken quickly and the amounts of external assistance required will be large. 

7. Against this economic background and on the presumption that progress 
towards economic stability in Pakistan and the willingness of the outside world 
to help are contingent on resolution of the political crisis, I found the dis
cussions of the political situation - with President. Yahya Khan and senior officials -
highly disconcerting. They left me with the strong impression that the greatest 
difficulty confronting any effort by the Consortium countries and the Bank and 
the Fund to help Pakistan achieve a V:Labte- solution to the present <?r~_t?i~_J..s the , __ 
inabili ty of those in authority there to -s'ee the facts as they are .• _ _", __ __ _ 

8. Yahya Khan spent a great deal of time explaining why he felt compelled 
on March 25 to instruct the West Pakistan troops to restore law and order in 
East Pakistan. However, whatever the truth of the events leading up to this 
deciSion, the essential purpose of my discussions was to find out how the Govern
ment proposed to resolve the present crisis. It was at this point that I came 
to feel that all dialogue between the Government and the outside worJ4._~~~ 

- -"' likety to be "fruitless, simply because it -appeared that the two sides would be 
talking about two different sets of facts. 

. . - -

9. When I was in Islamabad, censorship in Pakistan was still complete 
and there was strong evidence that unpleasant news was being withheld from the 
President. Even the most senior officials believed that what happened in East 
Pakistan was a minor police action aimed at removing from the political scene 
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a limited number of secessionists, that this was over and that the disruptions 
caused to economic and social life would soon be ended. President Yahya Khan 
was obViously unaware of the reactions in the outside world to reports of the 
army's actions in East Pakistan and, until briefed immediately before the dis;" 
cussions, did not know how desperate the country's financial position was. 
Furthermore, he stated unequivocally that the army had essentially completed 
the first phase of its operations, the restoration of law and order, and that 
normality was fast returning to East Pakistan. 

10. As to the future, Yahya Khan spoke with apparent sincerity of his 
intention to hand over the administration to elected civilian authorities. 
He envisaged early establishment of a provincial government in East Pakistan, 
on the basis of an interim constitution which was being drawn up to reflect 
the agreements reached with the Awami League by March 25. To this end, he 
proposed to invite the representatives elected last December to form -a provincial 
legislature. Elected members of the Awami League would be free to establish, 
under another name, a~ party they wished. Preparator,y discussions were 
already under way with East Pakista~ politicians. 

11. Finally, as regards the economic situation, President Yahya Khan 
. indicated his readiness to accept any reform program the Fund and the Bank 

considered necessary to overcome the financial difficulties and secure assist
ance from abroad. He declared himself satisfied that stocks of foodgrain in 
East Pakistan were adequate for the time being and that every possible 
precaution was being taken against the outbreak of widespread famine. The 
President went on to say that once the needs of East Pakistan were determined, 
relief supplies from abroad would be welcome, but their distribution would have 
to be left to Pakistani agencies, because he was not going to let the army do 
the shooting and then have foreigners handle the distribution ~f food. 

12. As I said before, my greatest difficulty with this exposition of the 
situation and plans for settlement was that it appeared to be unrelated to the 
facts as they had been reported by other sources. Thus, it is difficult to 
reconcile the President's approach to a political solution with the army's actions 
in East Pakistan which, by all accounts, went far beyond restoring law and order. 
Furthermore, even while the President spoke of peace having been restored in East 
Pakistan, diplomatic reports reaching -Islamabad said that destruction of property 
and the harassment and killing of people continued unabated. In a~ event, 
the only East Pakistan politician of any stature with whom the President seemed to have 
spoken at the time was Nurul Amin, a Muslim leaguer, with little, if any, 
political following; and even he declined to take the lead in trying to form a 
government in East Pakistan. 

13. In short, the realism of Yahya Khan's plans for a political settlement 
is open to serious questions. It seems by no means clear that the ~ would be 
prepared to accept a settlement along the lines proposed. Also, it is extremely 
doubtful that a government of the kind envisaged could be formed in East Pakistan, 
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after all that happened after March 25, or that its leaders would long survive 
its formation. Finally, unless economic conditions in East Pakistan return to 
normal quickly, it is difficult to see that an economic program appropriate to 
the circumstances could be drawn up which the Government would be prepared to 
accept and able to put into effect in all of Pakistan. 

Discussions in the United States 

14. Mr. M.M. Ahmad, Economic Adviser to President Yahya Khan, accompanied 
by Mr. Sartaj Aziz, Joint Secretar.y, Planning Division, was in Washington from 
May 10 to 16. He met with President Nixon, Secretary Rogers and ~. Kissinger 
as well as Dr. Hannah and Mr. 1wlacDonald at AID and Mr. Sisco at the state 
Department. He also had discussions with Mr. Schweitzer at the IMF and Mr. McNamara 
at the Bank, as well as with the staff of the two organizations. Before proceeding 
to London, Mr. M.M. Ahmad also met with the :)ecretary General of the United 
Nations on May 17 to discuss the possibility of the UN organizing an international 
relief effort to prevent widespread famine in East Pakistan. 

15. In their meetings. in Washington the delegation dealt at length with 
the Government's account of the origins of armed intervention in East Pakistan, 
and ess.entially repeated what has been said above about the Government's view 
on the situation in East Pakistan and the President's plans for reaching a 
poLitical settlement. On the financial and economic situation, they made the 
following points: 

(i) Pakistan faced a very serious liquidity cr1S1S and exchange 
assets were likely to be exhausted by August. Financial assist
ance, in appropriate form, was needed quickly if the crisis 
was to be averted. They were looking to the IMF for such assist-
ance, in the context of an exchange reform. . 

(ii) The Government of Pakistan was aware that the suspension of 
debt service payments to Consortimn countries was complicating 
their relations with the Consortium. They were therefore anxious 
to resume full payments, but lacked the resources to do so, save 
by means of an emergency drawing on the IMF. 

(iii) A sharp deterioration in the economy of West Pakistan later in 
the year would become inevitable unless aid relations with the 
Consortium were normalized quickly, new co~~itments, essentially 
of commodity aid, made promptly to replenish the pipeline, and 
early agreement reached on debt relief on a longer term basis. 

16. As I see it from the accounts given to me by Mr-. M.M. .Ahmad of his 
meetings outside the Bank, a common theme ran through the responses given to 
the presentations by the Pakistan delegation. Most generally this was that, 
understanding for the tremendous difficulties of resolving Pakistan's problems 
and willingness to help notwithstanding, there was at the present time no basis 
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on which financial assistance could be given. Pakistan's present image in the 
world and its effect on public opinion had created for the Governments of aid 
giving countries very strong constraints, and there was no economic program to 
serve as the framework for external assistance. It was up to the Government of 
Pakistan to remove these constraints by demonstrating, in terms of concrete 
action, that it was capable, by following the approach indicated, of achieving 
a political settlement, that held out the promise of restoring political stability, 
and of undertaking the necessary economic reforms. 

17. Another issue that came up in the discussions was the food situation 
in East Pakistan. Grave concern was expressed about the prospect of widespread 
famine there which, if allowed to occur, would destroy all prospects of normalizing 
Pakistan ' s relations with the Consortium. I understand that the US Government 
made it clear that they stood rea~ to resume shipments of food to East Pakistan, 
provided the Government of Pakistan made appropriate arrangements, and to join in 
an international relief effort under UN auspices. 

18. More specifically, the US Cbvernment turned down as inopportune the 
delegation's request for early conclusion of a commodity loan under this year's 
pledge, preparation of which had been held in abeyance, and advised the delegation 
that, before any decision was taken, they would wish to have the findings and 
conclusions of the Fund and the IBRD. Mr. Schweitzer explained that he could 
not see a basis for an emergency drawing and that any use of the Fund's re
sources :would have to be in the context of an economic program, preparation 
of which would require a mission to visit Pakistan to review the situation 
and consider, with the Goverrunent, the appropriate elements of a reform pro-
gram. Mr. McNamara said that in his view the Bank could most effectively help 
Pakistan in the present difficult circumstances by assisting the Government, 
in close collaboration with the IMF, in drawing up an economic program that 
could serve as the framework for consideration by the Consortium of Pakistan's 
needs for external assistance. However, he emphasized that, as he saw the 
situation, political considerations were the dominant constraint on external 
suppor t for the time being. Only the Government, by its actions, could 
overcome this constraint, and he urged the delegation during its st~ abroad 
to t r y to understand its str ength. Yr . McNamara added that the reply sent by 
Yahya Khan to the United Nations on its offer of assistance in organizing an 
international relief effort was widely interpreted as telling the UN to keep 
out of the situation and therefore had tended to worsen rather than improve the 
g~neral climate. 

19. It should be noted that by the time Mr. M.M. Ahmad saw the Secretary 
General of the United Nations on May 17 the Government ' s attitude towards UN 
involvement had apparently changed considerably. At that meeting, he invited '" 
the United Nations promptly to send staff to Dacca to help assess the Province's 
requirements and initiate discussions on administrative arrangements. 

A Possible Course of Action 

20. Thus, the situation we are facing is this: The Government says that 
comi tions in Fast Pakistan are fast returning to normal and that it is working 
towards a political solution which it expects to restore political stability and 
thereby establish a framework, politically as well as economically, for normalizing 
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its relations with the Consortium. The general consensus in the Consortium 
seems to be ' that the Government's view of the si tua tion in EAst Pakistan 
conflicts with the facts and that its plans for bringing about a political 
settlement are unrealistic. 

21. However, the only feasible course, short of inaction, is to give 
the Government the chance of demonstrating that its approach is workable. 
Thus, to make possible the provision of adequate external aid it would be 
essential that (i) conditions conducive to restoring normal life would be 
created in East Pakistan; that the prospect of widespread famine in East 
Pakistan be averted by appropriate arrangements with the United Nations, probably 
involving UN observers stationed in ~st Pakistan; that sufficient progress be 
made towards a political settlement to demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
Government's approach; (ii) that on the economic front the Government, in 
consultation with the IMF and the Bank, work out a reform program - involving 
in particular the exchange and revenue s.ystems, with the assurance of equitable 
treatment for East Pakistan being one of the prime objectives of these reforms 
- to serve as the basis for consideration by the Consortium of external assistance. 

22. On this basis, it was agreed between the Pakistan delegation and the 
IMF and the Bank that 

(a) a Fund mission, accompanied by Bank staff, would visit Islamabad 
as soon as practicable for a comprehensive review of the economic 
situation and discussions of an appropriate package of measures 
for the reform of the exchange system; 

(b) The Fund's mission would be preceded by a Bank mission, accompanied 
by Fund staff, to East Pakistan to assess the outlook for normaliza
tion of the economic situation and functioning of the provincial 
and local administration as well as the related balance of payments 
and fiscal outlook. Their findings are intended to assist the Fund 
mission in determining what an appropriate reform package would 
comprise and in judging the prospects for effective impl~nentation 
of a package. 

23. The Fund mission will be led by Mr. Gunter, the Bank mission by 
myself. The Government of Pakistan has now confirmed that the mission to East 
Pakistan can start its work about June 1 and the Fund begin its discussions 
in Islamabad around June 10. Both missions are expected to complete their work 
by June 18 or 19. 

24. Meanwhile, it is hoped that substantial progress will be made by 
the Government of Pakistan in reaching agreement with the United Nations on 
the volume and kind of relief supplies needed · for East Pakistan and on ad
ministrative arrangements to give donors the assurance that their contri
butions will serve their intended humanitarian purposes. 
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25. On the assumption that the time table outlined in paragraph 23 
will prove feasible, there will be a meeting of the heads of delegations in 
Paris on June 21 and 22 as the Bank and Fund missions return from Pakistan. 
This would be the MOnday and Tuesday following the meeting of the India 
Consortium on June 17 and 18. The purpose of the meeting will be to inform 
the members 9f the Consortium about the findings and conclusions of the Bank 
and Fund missions and to consider what the next steps should be. If appropriate, 
the possibility of replacing the present so-called moratorium by other arrange
ments for debt relief - which would be more equitable, include arms credits, 
and extend through the end of 1971 - may also be discussed. For the moment, 
plans for the meeting on Pakistan must obviously remain subject to confirmation 
as the situation becomes clearer. 

South Asia Department 
May 21, 1911 

I.P.M. Cargill 
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EM SASSY OF PAKISTAN 
2315 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, N. W. 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20008 

June 7, 1971 

AMBASSADOR OF PAKISTAN 

Dear Mr McNamara, 

You may be interested in seeing the enclosed transcript 
obtained from the WETA, the local television station as it 
makes a reference to you and the World Bank. 

Warren Una was formerly on the staff of Washington 
~st and has been often posted abroad to represent the Washington 
press. Though he is a fairly well- known political correspondent 
and commentator on South Asian affairs, I have no doubt that 
he has indulged in gross exaggeration during his television 
appearance on May 28. I am sure no official in the World Bank, 
no matter how emotional, could have given him any such information, 
(as regards that "nasty cable" or the alleged decision of the 
Bank that "they are not going to get anything"). 

With my best regards. 

The Honourable 
Robert S. McNamara 
1818 H. Street, N. W. 
Washington D. C. 20433. 

Yours sincerely, 
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FOR EMBASSY OF PAKISTAN 

., 

PRO.GRAM . 'NEWSROOM , 
. 

1 . ' .. STATION WETA TV 
. , . 
: " 
-41 ~~ :" .' 

May 28 ~ . 19}1 ~ .... ,,~. :. 6': 30 PM 
, . . . ' . " , .. ... 

, . . :- ' .... . DAlE 
.r ', • 

Washington, DC 
' .-

.,. , I' 

· .. U. ' S. TAKES ' HARD, LINE "WITH PAKISTAN 
. ~. . 

NEWSCASTER: There's some evidence that the United 

States has decided to take a hard , 1 ine with Pakistan. despite some . 
I ' -.' . ~ ,_: . ," • " 

, ~ 

reports to the contrary. !" 

And Warren Una has ~hat story.~:{ ""~ .~, ·,\ ·. ' ~ · ' 
.' ,, ' . " ' ... .. _.. 1 .. ,. • • .. . . . 

;·{:,.W~RRE,N UNA: ~1ell, the Uni.:t'ed ·' Sta tes has been mollycoddl i n9 
:.. . 

Paki'stan sinc'e' the mid 150's but. ;'t~s fi '!1ally ~.ecided to get tough. 
, .. . . " 

Pres ident Nixon told ~~esident Yahya Khan of Pakistan in no uncertain 

terms r ecently that the U. S. is not~going to bail them out of 

t he i 1 ate S t nee d~ w h i c h a r 0 s e in" t h.e :~.~ N arc h 25 t h sup pre s s ion 0 f 
i ' . 

.. . 

t he Ben gal i m 0 v em en t . i n P a k i s tan • ~ 'e d S t e r il half, E as t. Ben gal • 

And i t resulted in a ,·fratricidal war' and ter.rible destruction 

of -- certainly;of -- human lives but' also the whole economy there. 

Up to now Paklstan's been getting about'two hundred 

mil i on dol 1 a r s ,a yea r in , e con 0 m i c aid and s 0 met h i n g ~ ike ten 
) 

milli on dollars a year in ~redit sale . ~- mil ,itary cre~it sales~ 
( 

Now, des~fte th~ Pres~dent's ,decisioh President Yahya 

K han told a P, res s c 0 ~ f e'r e 'ry c e in , K a rae hie a r 1 ; e r t his ' wee k t hat' 

he had what he said was a very ~arm, kind. personal letter in whic h 

Mr . Ni xo n offered·to do anything he could to help. 

We,l l, this is an old trick in Pakistan. ,Theylve been 
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hog s wag g 1 i n gus for q.U i t e 'a " ~ h" i 1 e • . " Sec r e' t a r y---O u 11 e s was u n d e r 
'. 

President Eisenhower. _The Pakistanis ~ent to him and said the . 
, 

Tu r k s are ve r y a n x i 0 U s tog e t ; n t 0. ,~ri : '" e n t i ," co mm u.n' ; $ t· pac t, i f 
• • ~ . ''' ' ~ \. 1 .. 

on 1 y yOU: will j 0 in. " ,A ~ d t h ~ 'n the y ,r ant 0 the T u ~ k san d . sa i d , 

the Americans ar! ' · very·anxiou~ ' .to ' get i~t~' an anti-communist pact, 

if only you Turks ' will come a10ng~ 

And while Dulles was still thinking about it they started 

putting in the press that mi1it~,ry a,rnis"'~v?~re, coming. SO~ , this 

is no new·tec~nique. . t ".'~ ·" .... . 
..? . . . . ', ' 

6, I • 

.' - ""4 1 .. ' •• :.-

./:Now, ,what happened is that~,Pa~fstan;'is now broke. And 
; : " ';';"' , 

its earnirigs " q"re in a mess. ," And there has been known demonstrable 
. ',-

interest in caring foi the 78 million Bedgalis~ In fact something 

like three ' and a half million ;of them have had to flee into India 

and become a burden on that already over-populated country. ' . 
f . '" 

And al s'o the majority, of ,the Bengal is have been s'ort 

of disenfra..nchised noYl even ,though their party won · t~e majority 

in the recent election. Few forei~n~rs have been permitted in 

to see any 0 f t I'd s • The pre s s . was" k i c ked 0 u t w hen . i t ' fir s t ,Ii a p pen e d . 

But Pakistan's chief economic advisor, a man ' named 
,,1 u 4../0. ~ ~ E. I<.. . . ' 
, L az a ?e-r, A h me d ( ~ \41 ass e n t IJfe rea few wee k sag 0 tot r y and m a k e 

people understand th~ rieedrfor ht~ · country. And two P~kistan 
• I' ' 

. new s men cam e and so r t.' 0 f ":" - , hal f go v ern me nt, hal ' f new s men ..; - to 
',. 

try ~nd sweeten the press. 

Now Rob 'er't "McNamara, the .head of the ,Worl d Bank which 

. has taken a yery hard stand on ~his because it's a business ' organization 

I 

~ 
'.-
;'" 

I 
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and thE' Y . see a ri sk when the.y . ..;- 'aft~r' s.tUci· i.~_~_ , went to both 

H Eo i I r y Ki s sin 9 era n d the Pre sid e n t be f 0 r ,e A h_m e d cam e. And so r t 

of s t iff en edt he Pre sid en t • sst and o~ n~ . t' his des pit e. the Pen tag 0 ~" s 
. ' . , . . . -- .' 

usual plea that ' ,?ak;sta,n · ··~i~s . a good .mil itary allYf·and we must keep 

' . going • . ~ 

'thi s caused the PrE{s; dent to l"ay down the 1 ine to Ahmed 

when he came. Also to Agha 5hahi, ; their ambassador to the U.N. 

and thi~ letter to Pr~sident Yahya~ And said it in a w~y -- and' : . :~ . 
I've tal ked to peopl e who' ve ' see'n . th'e cor~es'pondence -- that he . . " / " ,: .. '~ .-. 
app.reciat~s Pakistanis a good friend ,, -'~ ·b.u.:t. th~. Congress and 

. .' ....... f. .. 

the p eo p 1 e~·'·· o f t ~ .i s co U n try will n eye r< ~ n d' e r s tan d 1: hat the U nit e d 
" .: -

". - - .... . ~ ":'_1 .• ·~ . ~ ~'... ".......... -'-', _ . .... .:. 1.;-. ._ . ·c,;.. · ..... ~ ~ , .. ~ ' _~ . .: • . ~ ....... ...-:~, .. ... .. ~,. . 
w·"_~\;..'" I..Q,,·c .... "S .. nlW S.CaTC'E .• ·""oJ.vU,. \,. ........ "'w ~~::1"'."" h,v, " ' '-,';; 

. . , ~ , 
. . 

under this circumstan~~ unless it does ' s~methins to politic~lly ---..... -
rt:concile its other h~lf, not just with mi1itar.y-'1.e_e_Os. So, a'll 

~. r 

that's going thro,~g'h is really food a'nd. medical relief. 
\ 

. And today the Woi1d Bank · and the International Monetary . . 

Fund sent a team aut ·there ' ~oing by ·~ay of Japan whith also is 
,,' 

a big aid to Pa~istan group. However, the World Ban~ has already 

learned that the people that they mean to interview 'in Dakka, 

t he re liab le gov~rnment and . hard worki~g civil · servan~s, have 
: -.= .. 

bee nord ered ou t. of Da k ka When the Ba n k team and t~ i r/1F ge t · 'tf.;c re:o 
i 

, 

to I s 1 a m a b a ( ? ) .' A n -~. w hen! the Ban k and I M F tea m 9 e' t to I s lam a b a 

t h p : e p ~ 0 P 1 ear e su p p 0 sed . t 0 be qui c k 1 y sen t b a c k to ' 0 a k k a • 

50, the Ba~.k sent a nasty cable ' the ~ther day sajing, 

l~ok, yo u' re not going to fool ·us . We're going to look and we1re 

. . .. 

\ , . 
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goi~g to find. And then they,'re 'coming 't~' E""ufo.pe, for a consortium 

of th e aid · to Pakistan ,friends 'on June '21st to see what aid should 

Le: ~ 'i v' E:ii. Paki ,stan wa~ts something,':.1-ike 1- think ,.'u'p to a hundred 
" , A '~ ' " , 

an d t wen·ty-five mil1i.o~~ · lo'an by Ju~e 30th and then another three-

, hu n d red mil T ion t.h, ro ugh the n e ~ t f i s cal ',ye a r • I gat her t hat the 
. , 

Bank's decision is just about made. They're not going to get 
.' 

anyt hi ng. They just fee-1 that there,,~s an impossible situation. 
r= 

The State 'Department!" was ,a 'li~~l~ behind this ' time 
. . . . 

i;. ge t t i ng the word. And the .other day , tb~.ir .. spok~sman referr~d 
. { • I , • 

: ~" .;.:,. .... -: 

ca uti oned bdth ~overnments to restrairi themselves, putting Irdia 

equati~g India -- as equally to t,lame asJPak,;stan. 

P a k i s tan , by th e wa-y., -h a's a 1 rea d y s tar ted rep eat i n g 
~ 

t he ine, if you and the United Sta tes don't give us we'll have 
f 

~. , 

to ' go t o Ch i na and she wi 11 • \ 

\ 
• NEWSCASTER: Is that likely to change o,u r mind on this 

" 

de c i sion, ,Warren? ,. 
U NA: ~ I don't think' so '. , .. 

. Now, t his i s jus t , too - ... 1 e t .J S :s a you t rag eo us. It' s 

an editoria,' exp;ress;'an ·' h'u~·::", I ' thirk when cCQ,u'ntr'y: dE':cides ' to 

shoot down so many of its '-o\'/n pop'ulation and then not ' to seem ' 
: .~- . ! 

to care a bout fts r~~ abi ~ itation 'others just can't look the other 

way • 
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TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara 

FROM: Munir P. Benjenk ~ 

DATE: "J 

SU BJ ECT: Regional Work of the Bank on the Middle East 

1. In July 1967 a special task force was set up wi thin the Bank 
to stu~ possible projects in the Middle East that might have a signif
icant development impact and promote prospects for political stability 
in the area. Special attention was to be given to the problem of 
employing the large numbers of Arab refugees. Major sectors identified 
for study were agriculture, industry and tourism. In addition, the 
need for manpower training was to be reviewed. 

2. The task force was active for about one year. Copies of a 
briefing prepared for yourself on April 29, 1968 and of a position 
report dated August 13, 1968 are attached. They show that although 
considerable development potential exists in the region it Was diffi
cult to identify projects which would have a significant impact on the 
employment situation and at the same time be politically palatable to 
the countries concerned. In agriculture, for example, the land and 
water resources in the Jordan Valley are limited and could not provide 
a basis for large-scale settlement of refugees. The countries in the 
Tigris-Euphrates Basin and the Sudan, on the other hand, which offer 
much greater possibilities for agricultural development, were considered 
unlikely to accept a sizable immigration of Palestinians. Moreoever, 
it became evident that a large and increasing number of refugees no 
longer has an agricultural background and would be reluctant to accept 
rural employment. Prospects for tourism. development are good in the 
area but their realization depends on a peace settlement. IndustrialiZa
tion and services probably hold the key to a solution of the employment 
problem. 

3. After mid-1968 the subject was not further actively pursued 
within the Bank. However, contacts were maintained with the Rand Corpo
ration which had done similar research. A list of studies issued or 
under preparation is attached. Some of these studies, especially the 
ones dealing with political problems, are well done. The draft volume 
on oil (July 1969) is partly outdated and generally underestimates the 
growth of demand. A stu~ on the agricultural potential of the Middle 
East has just appeared; an earlier draft was reviewed by the Projects 
Department and received low marks. The study on economic development 
in the Middle East is not yet ccmpleted; but individual country papers 
on which it will be based have been issued and are of mixed quality. 

4. More recently, prospects for economic development in the Middle 
East have considerably improved in the light of the large additional 
resources that have become available to the region after the increase of 
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oil prices (Teheran and Tripoli agreements). For 1971 alone the oil 
receipts of Middle-Eastern countries (excluding Iran but including 
Libya) are estimated to rise by about $3 billion, from about $4.6 
billion in 1970. Further increases are expected for the following 
years. Unfortunately, very little of these funds will go directly to 
countries immediately affected by the refugee probl·em (i.e. Jordan, 
Lebanon and Egypt). But through the Kuwait Fund and bilateral transfers 
they might be able to capture a somewhat larger share of the additional 
resources. In the next few years, the oil revenues of the UAR, while 
still small when compared with the Gulf States and Libya, will make an 
increasingly important contribution to Egypt 1 s resources. 

I 

:.-.t·:: 



NOTE 

SUEZ CANAL AND FUTURE EXPANSION 

I. Physical Aspects 

Existing Canal Facilities 

Attachment 

1. With the "Bank loan given in December 1959 to the Suez Canal 
Authority (SCA), the Suez Canal was deepened to an average depth of 50 feet 
(it varied from 48-52 feet depending on the section of the Canal involved) 
and 'Widened to achieve a cross sectional are~ of 1,800 square meters 
necessary for a minimum acceptable ratio of 1:5 between the wet cross sec
tion of the ships and that of the Canal. · As a result, ships with a draught 
of 31 feet and a deadweight tonnage (dwt) of 46,000 .. 50,000 tons could go 
through the Canal. . 

2. In 1964, SCA obtained a $27.4 million loan from the Kuwait Fund to 
deepen the Canal further, to permit ships with draughts up to 39 feet to go 
through the Canal by June 1961, and those with up. to 40 feet draught, by early '68. 
The cross section of the Canal was to remain at 1,800 square meters. This 
deepening would have permitted passage of ships of between 65,000-70,000 dwt. 
However when the hostilities broke out in mid-1961, the work planned up to 
June 1961 had been more or less completed. 

J. In the circUlIlstances, the Suez Canal today has an 1,800 square 
meters cross-sectional area and depth that could accommodate ships with 
draughts around 38-39 feet and a dwt of between 60,000-65,000. 

Expansion Planned At The Time of Mid-1961 Hostilities 

4. SCA had engineered a further expansion program, to be implemented 
immediately on completion of the Kuwai t Fund financed 'WOrk and to be completed 
by 1972. This program had not only been fully engineered, but tenders for the 
works involved had been received and evaluated when the hostilities were 
resumed in mid-1967. The program involved the deepening of the Canal to an 
average of 58 feet to accommodate ships with draughts up to 48 feet and a .dwt 
0:£ 110,000-125,000. This depth would have required a widening of the cross
sectional area of the Canal to 2,400 square meters. However, since SeA was 
planning to deepen the Canal further after 1972, it intended to straight away 
widen the Canal for a cross-sectional area of about 3,100 square meters as 
part of the expansion program. The purpose of completing all the widening 
at one time was to avoid the additional cost of building temporary revetments 
(which lie on the Eastern Bank of the Canal) for a 2,400-square meter cross 
section, which would then have to be displaced in order to have the wider 
cross section for a deeper Canal after 1972. The Expansion program, including 
dredging, maintenance, navigational and signalling equipment, was estimated 
to cost about US $211 million. 
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Current Plans for Expansion of Canal 

, • As in the past, oil tanker traffic should continue to be the 
staple source of revenue for the Suez Canal. Since the above-mentioned 
expansion program could not be implemented, SeA in the meantime has for .. 
mula ted a more ambitious program for the expansion of the Canal taking 
into account the latest trends towards very large oil tankers. 1his 
program eould be executed in three successive steps: 

(a) Step 1: The Canal will first have to be cleared for navigation 
by removing wrecks, subaerged mines, etc., and slightly dredged, 
mainly to remove some silting, to permit passage of ships with 
draughts up to 39 feet. SCA expects this work to be done wi thin 
4 to 6 months. Further 4 to 6 months work Will be needed to 
increase the Canal's depth for ships with draughts up to 40 feet. 
With these works, the 1964 project financed by the Kuwait FUnd 
'WOuld in essence be completed. Together with some new naviga
tional, maintenance and workshop equipment to replace those 
badly damaged by the 1967 hostilities, Step 1 could involve an 
expenditure of between $1,-20 million. 

(b) Step 2 essentially seems to be a slight modification of the 1967 
expansion proposal (para 4 above). It involves deepening of the 
Canal to an average of 62 feet and widening the cross-sectional 
area to about 3,100 square m.eters, to permit passage of ships 
with draughts up to 53 feet and dwt up to 150,000 tons. To 
obvia te expend! ture on placing temporary revetments, since the 
Canal is to be deepened and widened further, SCA plans to cut and 
place 1,0 kms of permanent revetments at a point necessary for 
a cross-sectional area of 4,200 square meters. This step could 
take between 2 to 3 years to complete, and invol va dredging of 
a volume of about 300 million cu. meters. The detailed engineering 
for this step is apparently complete. 

(c) Step 3, visualizes the deepening to an average of about 7, feet, 
in order to accommodate ships with a draught of 67 feet and dwt of 
260,000 tons (or 290,000 tons, if vessels are partly loaded -). 
This step 'WOuld entail dredging wrk of a volume of about 
350 million au meters. 

6. Wbile firm estimates of Step 2 are believed to have been develope 
by SCA, this could vary depending on the adaitiona1 dredging, navigational 
and signalling equipnent that could be procured as part of this Step, besides 
the provision of new workShops and berthing and administrative facilities at 
POrt Suez and Port Said which have been badly damaged by the hostilities. 
The cost could be anywhere between $2,0-300 million. The dredging costs of 
Step 3 apparently remain to be firmed up, since the amount of rocks that would 
be encountered while deepening the Southern section of the Canal beyond 
62 feet has to be ascertained. However as a rough order of magnitude, Step 3 
could involve an expenditure of another $200-250 mU1ion. In other words, 
besides the cost of abQut $1,-20 million for Step 1, essentially clearance 
'WOrk, the cost of the expansion through Steps 2 and 3 is likely to be of the 
order of $,00-,50 million. '" 
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II. Traffic for The Expanded Canal 

7. Studies that seA has apparently made on this matter, recognize that 
the staple source of revermes from the Canal would come from oil tankers tran
sporting Middle Eastern eil to Europe. SOA projects European oil conSUllption 
by 1980 to be about 1,100 million ton.s a year, of which 700 Jrlllion tons would 
be supplied by the Middle East. It assumes that by that date, 60 million tons 
would be carried through the Tapline and the Iraqi Pipelines, leaving 640 mil
lion tons to be carried to Europe by oU tankers. Assuming Europe' s consump
tion of Middle Eastern oU to be lower, and transport of oil by pipelines 
(including the SUMED pipeline to be built by Egypt itself) at a level three 
times higher, than what SCA projections indicate, M:l.d<fi.e East oil carried by 
tankers to Europe and destinations other 'than Europe could be of the order 
of 500 million tons a year by 1980, compared to the 1970 level of about 
300 million tons. 

8. '!he essential question is whether with the availability of an ex-
panded Suez Canal, oil companies will find it more economic to use tankers 
of less than .300,000 dwt which such a Canal could accommodate, or contirme 
the trend towards even larger tankers. SeA has predicated its expansion 
program on the former premise. SCA's studies indicate that as of June 30, 
1970, the llOrld neet of tankers, 3,049 tankers totalling 138 million tons, 
included only 6 tankers (totalling 2 million tons) of 300,000 dwt and over. 
New tankers on order at the time, totalled 496 and 68 million tons, ot 'Which 
only 9 tankers (totalling 3 million tons) were those of 300,000 dwt and over. 
However a8 many as 221 tankers on order were between 200,000-300,000 dwt. In 
other words, over the next few years, tankers over 300,000 dwt are likely to 
consti tute less than 5 percent of the world tanker neet. It is also not at all 
clear wRether most of the over 300,000 dwt tankers will be used tor oil 
transport from the Mi.ddle East to Europe, or for transport of Middle-East oil 
and Venezuelan oil to Japan and Venezuelan and African oU to USA and Europe. 
Such tankers might conceivably yield economies tor distances involved between 
the latter regions. Since the distance from the Arabian Gulf to Europe by 
the Canal is shorter by as IlUch as 5,.$00 nautical miles than the Cape route, 

. it might be a reasonable aSS1lJlption that oil companies might find it cheaper · 
to use tankers with dwts less than 300,000 and go through an expanded Suez 
Canal, and use larger tankers on other routes. Apparently, SOA has also done 
some studies which suggest that in aJf3 event, the cost per ton JBil.e for 
tankers below 300,000 dwt has an edge over tankers exceeding that tonnage, 
in view of the higher depreciation, doubliBg of insurance Charges,higher 
harbour and related dues, etc. that tankers over 300,000 dwt 'WOuld have to 
bear. When this factor is related to a substantially shorter Canal route, 
the econollics could favour the use of tankers of a smaller tonnage, particu
larly if the Suez Canal passage charges are not unduly increased. 

9. Obviously the economic justification for the expansion of the 
Suez Canal will depend on the answers w the questions of the economics of 
competing alternate systems consisting of various combinations of carriers 
and routes. One can however surmise that SCA has developed sufficient 
background data on this aspect, from which such an analysis can be made by 
the Bank when evaluating the expansion proposal. 
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10. Together with oil tanker traffic, other vessels carrying goods, 
ores, etc., are assumed by SCA to be larger in size and tending towards 
container-carriage. ihe aSSllJIlption is that by 1980, total tratf'ic through 
the Canal is likely to be about 28,500 vessels a year, or a daily average 
of 78. This compares to a daily traffic of 58 in 1966. 

III • Financial Return 

11. Ho specific indication is available as to the financial return 
calculations that SCA might have made for the Suez Canal expansion proposal. 
SCA suggests that by 1980, the Canal will cater to a traffic (north and 
south-bound) close to 1,000 million tons a year. Assuming a more conser
vative figure of between 600 to 700 million tons a year, and Canal dues of 
an average of $1 per nSuez Canal net ton" (calculated in accordal'lce with 
specific rules pertaining to methods for vessel-space and weight measurements), 
the annual gross revenues could be of the order of $500 million. The average 
ratio of operating revenues to operating expenses (including depreciation and 
maintenance) for the Bank-financed 1959 Suez Canal Project, was around 1: .46. 
Assuming a higher ratio of 1:.50 for the expansion program, the operating 
income prior to debt service and provision of other fiscal reserves, could 
be of the order of $2)0 million annually. Even a lower operating income 
should yield, after providing for such reserves and debt service on borrowings 
made for a $550 million !investment, a rather attracti va prof'1 t margin for 
SCA. The above is obviously a back of the envelope calculation, and would 
need to be carefUlly analyzed when the expansion program is considered. 
However, the financial viability of such a program promises to be attractive. 

IV. Conclusion 

12. In conclusion, it would seem that the Suez Canal expansion could be 
handled in the following manner. The immediate clearance and dredging work 
and purchase of some essential equipment (entailing a possible investment of 
$15-20 million)l which would permit passage of ships with 40 feet draught, 
could be quickly appraised as a Bank-financed project. Such a project would 
also allow for a quick disbursal of fUnds, within 15 to 18 months, to UAR. 
While this initial project is being implemented, the Bank could assist SCA in 
developing a thorough economic and financial - evaluation of the entire expansion 
program. and settling on the technical details, and could thereafter appraise 
the program. _ In view of its magnitude, it might be possible to think in terms 
of approaching the program in two phases. It might also be recognized that 
even if the foreign exchange component of the program is as much as 50-60 per
cent, the counte1'1>art financing requirements would still be rather massive, 
and its provision could pose some problems for SeA or the Government. Some 
contribution towards local currency expenditures might therefore need to be 
considered. In any case, while a significant portion of financing for the 
program could conceivably be considered by the Bank, on a basis similar to 
enclave type of projects, we might be able to organize a consortium of interested 
external donors and international agencies for providing the balance external 
financing requirements of the program. 

ADavar/llj 
J1Dle 2, 1911 



At tachmen t 1 

1. In July 1961 it was decided to embark on a number ot special, 
coordinated studies ot the development opportunities in the Middle East. 
The vehicle tor carrying out these studies is the l·l1ddle East Task Force 
which includes within its membership all those assigned trom time to time 
to ork on the studies . The Task Force ' s work is steered by a committee 
composed ot representatives from the Projects , Legal, Economics and M1dclle 
Eaat and North Africa Departments . Mr. Lejeune acts as Chairman. 

2. The n1m or the studies 18 to identify what can be done to . 
accelerate tho economic grOlith of the countries ot the region, giving 
special consideration to those sectors and projects which mignt contribute 
to political stability in the area, among which those providing productive 
~loyment for the large numbEJrs of unemployed and under-employed, including 
Arab refug as in the region" will be gi Val. ~ecial. attention. The studies 
are addressed to tni.a region' [) overall potenti:lii ties a.'Q.d ,"lave began \d t..lt 
emphasis pen the ploductivs sectorsl a.gricu.lture, industry and touriSll. 
A broad pproach of this kind is consistent rith the objectlve. in mind in 
sett:t.ng up the Hi ~dle .r.;;as t and l~orth I:.frica DGpartment of taking a net·1 look 
at tl"J.s region, and, being wide in scopo, is l ess liAely to be leoked upc..n 

. suspiciously- by thos6 governments 0 are prone t .o be aell3i ti va about their 
riP',Jlts ~t.o international water and the rights of displace-d Arabs . 

3. 1m lally it wag hoped that these special studies would discover 
r adical, i:m~tgitlati "Va projects tmich could yield quick results in rais1.ng 
living standards a..l'ld providing orl' for the unemployed and hence be capable 
of playing an ortant part in anY' peace settl€:m~t. Large scale dsr:;alini
z.atio of sea 1 ater for irrigation lIas one e...vample. Ace leratad aevelo!J!nant 
01 e.~sting fresh water supplies as another. The conclusion s reached 
fa:t.rly quicklY'Jas dic;cuBsea. berlow that great !l~ projects su~h as r~:it;..~t 
capture the imagination of both pot.ont1al donors of aid and the people in 
the recipifnlt countries ''lara not likel¥ to be identified in t11ua to playa 
part 'in an early peace negotiation. . 

Aar1cul ture 

4.. Efforts ere oonoentrated initially upon opportunities in agriculture, 
particularly f~')r land and ,-ater development. The Projects r~artment undrtook 
responsibility for this study and bagan thin stucW' using ollly the infolT.Ultion 
avai..la.ble l·1ithin the Bank end the U.S. Government. Initial attaltion was given 
t.~ th~ Jordlm Fdver Basin, the rest of Jordan, Israel and the Sinai, the Litani 
and u'le Tigris-Euphrates Ri r Basins, the SUdan nd tho possibili tics for 
desultln~ sea 'troter. ".jhile the information available proved ina equate for 
detailed study', some preliminary t1nd1ngs were possible. They ware as follows a 
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(a) that the land and water r sources in the Jordan Valley and in the 
surrounding areas in Israel, Jordan and south-eastern Syria were unLi.kaly 
to pl"Ovide a basis for self-supporting settlement of an important part ot 
tho unemployed populationJ {b) that by irrigation developments based upon 
the presently unused. waters or the Lit.ani River either in Lebanon or ::I.n the 
areas tha. t can be co:mm.anded from the Jordan River and from Israel's Main 
Conduit a somewhat larger, b'tJ.t still not significant, settlement possibility 
might b provided) political constraints as wall as Lebanon's crnn long-term 
needs make such developments highly uncertain in any case; (c) that the 
Israeli Negev, Sinai and the Gaza Strip might offer possibilities at some 
fu.ture date, but that the economics o£ desalinated vater (see below) were 
such that the sa possibill ties were not realizable within the next ten to .J"'l.A: .. 
fifteen years; (d) that both the 'rigris-11'uphrates Basin and the Sudan offer e..>~ 
possibilities for refugee settlement in agriculture 'Which might be large 
enough t..o accom..odate a major part; of the unemployed and underemployed refugee 
population; again political constraints made such possibilities entj .. rely 
dapmdent upon a general settlement which have to include not only the Arab 
cou.ntT:l.es bordering on Israel, but also more distant ones such as Iraq and 
the Sudan, it tltey ~l"e to ba asked to cibsorb refugees. 

$.. Prelimi.nary f'indin.gs with respect to desalted sea wate:t" and its use 
. in agricultural production were C.'fllbodied in 'bJo memoranda .from the Projec·~s 

Departrient. d'ltad October l'l, 1967 1 one by Hr . Piccagll a.~d &."lather by Ur . Bill. 
Based an i.ll.t'orn:.a.tion available at that time, it seemed doubtful that :Ln. the 
near future desal.:i.nated r~rater could be used in a.gricuJ;ture in such a lmy as 
to proyide a livelihood for settlers ev~..n if tha capital cost of a dt..,al purpose 
powe1, and clesalinazation plant we:re a gift. On the other hand, a combination 
of i:mproved technology and reduced cost (in the desalination process and the 
supply of heat,, i.e. frmn breeder reactors) 1rrith the de·ialopment of much higher 
yi~lving vc:trloti:t6s in agriculture1 along .-rith rtn1ch higher skill md n""t.a:uagt.""ment 
lev~l.s :tn ~. ~:riC!u.ltur~; m.ig..'t-1t p!'cdw~~~ a different conclu~i0!! s0metiml! i'" th~ 
l980t sQ To this pralirru.tary conclusion it should be added that if the capital 
cost and~ t:o some extent11 the operating costa of' a desalted rtatte:r supply project 
ware .. to b~ consciously subsidized, ·tlle water could be economically usod. Tha 
quos·tiion would be 1meilier the amount of money needed for subsidy (or initial 
gr<.mt.) might y-leld more if othendse invested. ~'lith respect to t ... ~s, one would 
have to note ~~at the alternative more favorable invesunent opportunities are 
v~ry likely to be outside Jordan and the Sinai and, therefore, might ba reali
zable only if substantial nu.m.bers ot the unemployed could be induced. to em.igrateJ 
this ntight be either difficult or undesirable, 

Tourism 

6. Tourism ia largely an undeveloped subject in the Bank Group. Only in 
tile last fow w·aeks has a departne..11t. - tha Projects Department • been givetl 
the t..~sk of de·veloping it. Just before this decision a prospectus for under
tak.tng the study of tourism in the liiddl.e East lms drawn up. A:rrangenents are 
bei.YJ.g m.~da to have the Bank re:pre3ented at a meeting of tha 1-IiddJ.e East members 
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ot the International Union ot Official Travel Organi~ations (mOTO), 
scheduled to be held soon in Beirut, to draw ,p terms or reference for 
a atud3' of the prospects for tourism in the l-liddle East to be Undertaken 
by con8ultants tor mow. The IU01'O vtuq, if' properl" carried out, would 
provide the first step . in a large stu~ to be completed by the Bank, 
~ch would aim at the 1dent1ticat1on ot specific investment opportunities 
in this field. 

Industrl 

7., The posslbUi ties ot undertaking studies on industrial development 
have been under review by the Economics Departm: t in consultation with !Fe 
and the Projects Department, and prospectus for fUrther studios 1s under 
preparation. These ould exarnjne industrial policies and prospects, including 
'the role of industrial financing institutions, possibilities for greater 
regional cooperation in the development of markets and the prospects tor 
better financial and man gerial arrengements In tb (iutside corpol·ations and 
l..'1.{ stors . An attempt will be m de to i ~'Ilti.fy projects or importance in 
this sec lOr. 

" 

8. Attention is also b ing g1 en to the possibility or U3ing effectively, 
in the conduct 0:: minor civU works programs, techniques sirdlar to tl10se used 
in the Comilla Project in East Pakistan. These involve considerable local 
ini tia ti va, combined high labor ood low c pi tal in;mts. 

9. In connection with tho studies in the various sectors the need tor 
trained mal't ow r ttill e studied, LL"ld in re.l.ation to this tha Proj ects 
Th:.'"'Par" :mmt is ulluertald.llg a r vi~., ot the educat onal SJ,d tr ining f's~illties 
.f ...... 1rt,. ""(':)b .............. ""' .... ~ ~--. 

~etho~t !nves~atian 

10. The Task Force studies wars begun using onl7 infol1nation available 
within the Bank ld the U.S. Qovernment, the latter undar a special anang~ mlt. 
During his visit to savaral countries in the Hiddle East in r~ovember and 
December 1967, }7%' . Lejeune discussed those stucdes in general terms with the 
orriciru..a he met and arranged to gat Ilddi tion.u information !rom th • SUbs 
quently, letters or era sent to e F'inance Ministers 0,.£ Iraq, Jordan, Syria 
and the UAR outlinin tha information reqtllred. I • Benjenk discussed this 
i\lrther during his recent visit to Israel and Jordan. The general r action 
bas been favorable. 

11. Mean-.mue, arious contacts have be n made ldth consulting firms 
which havo e rrJ.ed out major studies in the region and dth European governments 
lflich avo financed such s-wdies. Th. Kreditanstalt fUr ~11eder llf'bau. in Frank.t\l.rt 
has compiled a list of major stud! [) tirulnced or carr-led out by the German 
Qovernmant. 
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12 • The economic mis sions which have been sent and will be sent to the 
UAR, Syria and Iraq have been a.pprised ot the n eed to cover the product1 ve 
sectors somewhat more thoroughly than is customary' in such missions. The 
first special (two-man) misaion tor the Task Force has just completed a two
week visit to Jordan, were the members have been gathering information on 
"wadi" and ground water resources. 

13. It the studies are carried out as planned during the next year, it 
will be necessary to allocate approximatelY' ten man-years of tull-time effort 
to this work and to spend approximately' $250,000 for consulting services. 

Other studies 

14. After SOlue months ot preparation the Ford Foundation is embarking 
on a series of studies similar to those already begun in the Bank. There 
has been periodic consultation with a view to coordinating the work and 
avoiding duplication as much as pos sible. ~fure recently .the U.S. Government 
has begun its ow s tudies under the direction of a Deputy Assis tant Adminis· 
trator of AID. There have been meetings iTith the U.S. group to exchange 
informa.tion and r eport on pl ans. It ppears from these d1~cussions In th 
the Ford Foundation and AID that the studies financed by the Ford Foundation 
1(.111 cover a much broader range of subjects, including political and social 
questions. It is probable that the AID studies will concentrate on the 
prospects for nuclear desalinization plants. . 

Middle East EL'ld North Africa Department 
April 29, 1968 
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1. Upon your request I have prepared this position report on the l1iddle 
East Task Force. It includes infoi"ma tion about pro~ress mc..de during the 
recent months ~~ the three maL~ sectors, namely agric~lture, L~dustry and 

· tou.risr:1, as vlell as reports on the cor..tacts the Bank had duril:g t~is period 
with the Ford Foundation and tho Ca~negie Endo~m.ent for International Peace, 
two organizatio~s presently workir.g on surveys related to economic development 
in the Middle East area. 

2. ).gric·.:l ... ~-,E'c: Study of Agricul t u.ral Development Potentialities 

On. Feb~uary 19, 1968, a :-ne;::.orandum prepared by the Projects Department 
presented a 11 tent2..ti-ve pla..~ of study, staff requiren:ents, and required 
ou~:,side assistance11 for the agriculture group of the 1·1iddle East T2sk Force. 
'L'lis plan assUJil.ed that: 

a) 

b) 

11 the study Hould assess the agricultural development 
potentialities L~ Jordan, Israel, U~~, Lebanon, Syria and 
I::-aq"; 

11 the target date for the first draft of a comorehensive 
report on the results of the study 1·muld be Spri.Ylg 1969"; 

For the studies, a sequence of three steps was consj_dered: 

a) an inventory of the physical resources and of existing l~~d 
and v;ater use; 

b) systema·t:.ic identification of potentials and opportunities 
for agricultural development includL!g _alter.natives; and 

c) formulation of an invest~ent program on the basis of ~~alysis 
~d evaluation of the alternatives. 

Provided -Gnat adequate persor..nel, as estinated and required in t.""lis plan, 
could be a3signed, it Has estimated that steps a) a.~d b) could be completed 
for all the countries by soT.'let.ime in the surmner of 1968, and step c) by 
so~netime in the spring of 1969. 

2 .. 2. On July 29, a memorandurn from the Projects Department "reported the 
p:"..:sent status of the various agricultural sector revieHs ~'1d proposed an 
approach des ign.ed to accelerate ar:.d focus the ongoing efforts." The mai1J. 
ele·.nents of this document can be su.-·n.11arized as follo1-:s: 
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a) countries sector reviews~ for the UAR, Jordan, Lebanon, Syria 
and Sudan, draft reports on agricu~tural development potentialities have been 
prepared for discussion; in addition, for the same countries and for Iraq and 
Israel, the main results have been s~~~arized in one brief draft for each 
cO'U."'1try. Except for Jordan, the sector revieHS "have had to build on the 
works of missions geared t~ the more general requirements of country economic 
reports.:f Complaining about the "ambiguous priority status of the Hiddle East 
Sector Revie~l" the authors emphasize the constraints Hhich limited the research, 
and 't .. -rri te: liThe essential evaluation of existing information in the form of 
feasibili ty reports, resource surveys, and marketing studies, Vlhich should 
parallel detailed sector revievlS, by and large has not been carried out smce 
the corresponding staff requirements would have exceeded the usual st~ff alloca
tions for economic missions." 

b) regional aspects of aariclutural development: in the course of the 
country-by-COLirltry revie~'l the aut:10:i."S ::.otGd t.~at some proble:ns involving more 
than one country should be treated regionally. Tnis is particularly the case for 
t"t-ro river basin surveys: the use of the I'laters of the Euphrates River concerns 
Turkey, Syria and Iraq; in the same vlay 'Vlater development in the Nile Basin con
cerns the Sudan and the UAR. For the Euphrates River a preliminary computer 
analysis has already been made in cooperation ~vi th a Harvard University team and . 
the report has just been published (see belovl,p~. 2.3). Before proceeding the 
Bank research team noW' needs new instructions. The authors stress also the fact 
that "beyond these most obvious regional vlater development problems,1I (many other 
problems, either regional by nature or needing a regional approach) "offer them
selves as promising subjects for intensive revim-l. 1I 

c) operational implications and proposed approach: glven the amount of 
research, w-hich remains to be done, and vlhich would be required even by the mere 
realiz~tion of the present projections in t~e Ba~kfs Five-Year Plan, the authors 
express the need to concentrate their efforts, and ask a clear indication about the 
relative priority of such vTork and about its desired fOCUG. 'IDey suggest that, for 
the corning year, they limit themselves to an intensive revieH of trlTee countries 
only, na~ely the U.A.R., Iraq and Jordan ~id leave aside Lebanon, Israel, Syria 
and Sl:.cian. Organizationally it is proposed that a revie'tv group to carry out this 
work ba constituted as a long-term tec~~ical assistance group W'ithin the 
Agriculture Division of the Bank, possibly dravring upon FP~ staff. The group, 
coord~ated by a full-time chief and deputy, 1-lould consist of t~'lO country teams; 
one for Uiliq and one for Iraq (Jordan requiring only a subsidiary effort), each 
of them composed of t'V10 economists, one general agriculturist and one irrigation 
expert. In addition, each team should be able to draw upon the part-time services 
of a livestock expert and of a marketing specialist. 

On this basis and ass~rning a cooperative arrangement 't-lith FAO, it has 
been estin:.ated that evaluating agriculture in Iraq 1-Jould require a total of 
roughly 900 man-days, over a period of 9-10 Y;10nths at a cost of US$ 1105,000. 
The cost f or the review i.ll the DAR being quite similar and taking int,o account 
the subsidiary -r,.lork in Jordan on a one-yeaOr basis, the t~vo teems Hould cost 
about uS$ 300,000. This cost does not include detailed, longer-term studies of 
river basins or detailed project preparation. 
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. The authors conclude by stating ttat "their revieu of the agricultural 
sectors of the l1iddle East count~ies indicate that to meet the operational 
needs of the Bank, there is no alternative to the kind of systematic approach 
described above." 

2.3. The Euuhrates River Basin Survey: 

We have already mentioned above progress made by the group workL!g 
on the Euphrates rtiver Basin su.rvey. 11'10 reasons justify that more information 
on this survey be given here: . a) it is a good exa:uple of Itevaluation of 
agricultural development potentialities in a regional context" .and ap such it 
fits in very }lell In. th t..l).e preoccupa.tions of t.he Hiddle East Task Force; 
b) a first phase of the survey has just been carried out, a~d decisions have to 
be rn.c.:.c.e :":.:::-;.; : 0 :''' t:-:e next ones. 

Here are some elements obtained from the lISysterr.s analysis of the 
Euphrates River Basin" draft report: 

"T'ne use of the Haters of tr:e Euphrates River is a vital factor in the 
econor::y of the riparian states of Turkey, Syria and Iraq, Hhether the l-la ter is 
used for domestic purposes, irrigation, pOHer, or the abatement of salinity,. 
l1ajor multipurpose storage developments are going on L~ Turkey (KeoCL.'1 Dam) 
and Syria (Taqba Dam), and are planned in Iraq (Hadi tha Daill). n Of course, availa
bility of 1-later at aYlY po:int on the course of the river and at any date is 
dependent on decisions on 1-rater use and storage made upstrear:1; the comparison of 
present a.'1d projected water use "nth mean a.'1Ilual river floH (see table beloH) 
Sh01'18 that all the future pro jects, presently considered by each of these countries 
without regional coordination or cooperation, are incomnatible: 

Cumulative 'tvater use 
. 9 3 . 

(:L"1 10 m ) }fe211 ar.Ll1 ual 
present projected river floll 

Turkey 1.5 15.1 19.9 

Turkey + Syria 4.5 24.0 26.1 

Turkey + Syria + Iraq 16.2 40.1 28.9 

A linear progr~~ing model has been built and solved in ·order to answer 
the follow:L~g question: 

given: the time pattern of innOi'; into the Euphrates basin in a 
typic al year 

- the exis ting regulation : capacity of Keban Dam, Taqba Dam 
and Habbniya Lake (Iraq) 

- the hyp,ropo1'ler installations at Keban and Taqba 

- the existing irrigated areas in Syria and Iraq 

- the storage ~d irrigation development opportunities 
which have bee~ identified 
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how should the Euphrates ~ystem be developed and oPerated so as 
to maximize the net benef its from: 

the hydrological resource endo1-Tment (as described by the 
hydrology of the 11 typicaJ.l1 year) 

- the sunk investment (Keban, Taqba, Habbanya, pm-;er 
installations and existing irrigation systems) 

any further invest~ent in the developme~t of the 
Euphrates syste:n (Haditha Dam and ne:v irrigation projects) 

One assumes that all decisions affecting water use and storag8 in 
the Basin are made by an unique center; it is equivalent to sa:r thc: t t!:is 
0~: ~:.:~ - -~ ..:. :, 2_,_,:.-~:._o :'l ir.:.plics a fur: .. c :., :: :>::~.· .-~ :~ :, :: e: : -:,~: :::: 1 : ~)~:-.:.- .::; ::·:...n :· :.. .. ~-. ~ o:f --v!-1e 
:.:'i~)aricn cou11tries. .my ot: or s0l-~-~ic.:1 , Gi t,~:8 ~~ ::o:n-coo~.:3ra "'c.ive or 
co~responding to a limited cooperation (tHo out of the t.0.ree countries, for 
insta..""lce) Hill be suboptimal and, total benefits Hill never be superior to 
those reached by the optimal cooperative solution. 

This type of formulation and the solution of the ~~zation problen 
indicates not ot1~y the optimal use of ~-later in the basin, i.e. the one leading 
to the largest benefits, but also the 11 costsn of the constrair;.ts, i.e., the 
extra benefits obtainable by relaxing tne~. One can also corr~are this optbnal 
solution to suboptli~al solutions result~~g from different dGgrees of cooperation 
betv-een t.h.e riparian countries, and dedilce their bargaining pm·rer: these 
results are absolutely essential if an externaJ.. authority, such as the Ba:nk, 
't·lishes to assist the riparian countries :L11 es tablishi..1J.g a 11fair 11 agreement 
leading to an optimal allocation of resources (land and water) in the area. 

It. is not necessary to detc.il here the rescl t-s of this first a..Y!al~rsj_ s .. 
The au·chor emphasizes the .fact tha t 11 t he findings have to be understood vrith 
reference to the analy·~ical frameHork 1·1i thin 1·7hich they vTere obtained. Thus, 
tl}e results are only valid to the extent that the model captures the 
strategic aspects of the Euphrates system. 11 In particular, t.'--le model is 
still st2.tic and deterministic; 11 it does not capture those aspects of 
syster.s planning and operation v:hich c..re designed to cope Hi th hydrological 
variabi:.ity and uncertainty • 11 Part of the qu~'1titative data included in the 
model are also provisional a11d will be revised. "Nevertheless, the model 
as described above 't·ras a useful first step in the direction of a comprehensive 
analysis of the system. 11 

Et1entually the author recommends the following progr~':l for the 
next months : 

sten 1: detailed revie1'J of all available information 
about the hydrology, and past operations patte~~ of 
the Euphrates system; . mainly in Iraq, but partly 
also in Syria; 
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step 2: analysis of the impact of Keban dam upon the operation of 
the system; 

step 3: detailed review of all irrigation develop~ent opportunities 
whether they L~volve L~tensification of irrigated cultivation 
in existing project area or exp~~sion of irrigated area; 

step 4: a..'Ylalysis of the :impact of Tabqa Dam upon a system ""Thich 
is already substantially regulated by Keban Darn. -

No estimates have yet been made of the cost and du.ration of this nevI part of 
the s -.:::---t 2. y • 

2.4. Nuclear Desalting Plents: 

No new specific development conce~ning this type of project is 1-Torth 
noticing inside the Bank. The prelinin2~J conclusion reached ~~ October 1967 
lvhen IVlX'. Piccagli and Hr. Bell studied s ea--;-ra ter des alina tion a.Yld the use of 
desalinated 1'later in agricultur?l production, still holds: "it is doubtful if 
desal ted 1-Tater can be produced at a cost 101-7 0:lough for use 1..""1 agricuJ.. ture before
the 1980 1 s at the earliest without very substantial subsidies coveri..'Ylg more than 
tota2- capital costs. If On the other h2.J.ld, the Bank vlent on keeping contacts 1-lith 
persons cmd orga..Ylizations interested :L."'1 that field: on Jill1e 26, Hr. E. deRothschild 
visited l-1r'. HcNal"J'lara a..t"'1d presented to him his "Plan for Raising LiviIlg Standards in 
the lv~idd.le East. II ?vir. l1cNamara e:h.--:posed the point of vim'l of the Bank, -and said 
that it 1-J'as impos sible for the Bank itself to lli""lde:-take to £:inance such proposals 
that imply a neavy subsidy. He e~~ressed also his opinio~ that, under favorable 
poli tical circums tances, and- if the goverr'_~8~ts or co:-r.bina. tivD. of govar-nlllen-cs 
subsidizing such a project ~lished it to do so, the Bank l-lOuld be prepared to con
sider playmg the role of managing agent fo:'" a project of tr~s type. In Hay, 
l1r. Ionides, a British authority on 1·1iddle East Hater problems and Hr. Doxiadis 
visited Hr. Lejeune a..~d spoke "Lvi th him to offer their service to the Bank if the 
Bank should conle to the stage of employ:L.""1g outside consultants for a study of vTater 
resources in the i:-tiddle Zast. They consider a puli tical agreement betvreen the 
~vo groups of countries interested in the area to be a prerequisite condition _ 
prior to any attempt; they support also a ve::-y broad approach as ""Tell for the 
area concerned as for the type of solution envisaged 1·;hich should not be limited 
to any speci~ic technique as desalination for instance. -

3. Industry: 

3.1. For some time nOH, the Economics Depart:nent has been lJ'orking on a sUi.---vey 
of industry i.."1 the l'liddle East area. On June 29, a meeting Has held to discuss 
Hr. B. de Vries IS paper of June 17, which de~cribed the objectives of the su....--vey 
in th.e follo'V1L"'1g terms: 

1I The survey should undertake to examine: 

- a) industrial developrnent strate2)', major prospects in 
specific and complementarity ana coordination of economic 
policies; 

: .: 
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'b) industrial policies, including protection policies, 
,management and finance, and financiL'1g arrangements 
, for small industry; and 

c) adjustnents and benefits implied by possible schemes 
of regional cooperation." 

3.2. Three countries -- Syria, U.A.R. and Iraq -- have already been 
visited; 18bcmo:1, Saudi Ara.bia, KUVlai t, j·orda...'1 a..'1d the Gulf States 't-lill also 
be L'l'lcl1:aed. :"J.rLl'1g the ~GetiJlg it Has also agreed tha.t Israel should be 
put on the lis t, and also TtL."lisia, Lybia and Sudan 1?ecause of the special 
interest t.'l1.ese latter countries pres en t for a s1):rvey of socialized industry 
and public enterprises. 

3.3 .. It vIas also agreed that tithe study would be related to the Bank's 
~ -:' -:;' , ._ . ;. ~ . ~~-:"·: c. :.---es ts. This does not mean thc:.t jr z_:.:" ;::-0'. - :''-v -:; ·.:J~=L c. "Cia 

c C:i1i':.. '.(. ,-_ '~ :., ;..:.. ____ -~:":L-:)3 ':.,-:-:-:-;:~ ::. .~ :-. ',: ~? ~',::,~.= ::.~;) .... ::) :';i1:' fi:1~::::C0 ~j,ci.U3 J0:i ..... y • In some 
cases, it r;:.c..y ir~vv2.ve C:i::- c~-':":""'''':'':;(''::. 0rJ.-~ 0:: c:::(cs3sive industrialization and 
encouragement of more efficient industrialization." 

3.4. T.~ree ' cOw"ltry surveys has been published on U.A.R., Syria and 
Iraq, l'lhich 1-Till nOvl be revie1·red. A note w'ill also be re~dy in the first 
days of September, giving cruntry by country, a brief summary of the main 
characteristics of industry (present situation by sectors, endo:nrrents in 
natural resources, skilled labor, etc., - potentials and particular 
advant.s.ges :in the fr~ile't-J'ork of a regional approach) and a more detailed, 
regional survey in u~o sectors: fertilizers, and engineering. ' 

4. Tourism: 

Hr,. H~ , D. Da:vi's, from the Projects Department, attended an, IUOTO 
rrl88-Ling in. Cairo (July 15-18) as an oDserver to explore the degree', of 
Bank.involvment t.'l1.at might be 1v2l"ranted, in a proposed study of t.he 'prospects 
for tourism development in the 11iddle East. Seven countries attended the 
meeting: Jordan, Syria, Iraq, UAR, KUHait, Leba.Don 8.l"ld the Peoples Republic 
of Southern Yemen (Aden), as 1-Jell as the Secretary General of IUOlO and 
representative of the prospective consultants (Transport and Tourism 
Technici~"lS Ltd., of London). 

It lfas agreed that the study should go forvrard and a nSpecification lT 

for it produced by IUO'I'O, according to vrhich: 

:1 Tile general objective is to study the 't-rays and means by vrhich 
the area comprising the seven member countries could be developed in 
order to make the optL~~~ use of its tourism resources so as to 
maximise the economic aDd social benefits it can derive from 
tourism. II 

The follol-ling main aspects llill 'be covered: 

- Forecasts of the potential tourist trade of the area 
- Conclusions on the relative ~ppeal of the tourist attractio~s 
of the area to t.iJ.e Horld I s markets , and o.n 1-;ays in 1~:1ich the appeal. 
of some of these attractions could be enhanced by their coordinated 
development and promotion. 
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-Evaluation of the tourism plant necessary_ 

-Recommendations on the co-ordinated marketing policies and 
practices. 

-Estimates of the potential. revenues to the area. 

~Recommendations for inter-countries .collaboration. 

The area covered is lL~ited to ~he Seven me~ber countries 2nd the survey 
vdll be based primarily on the ass~ption of the restoration of ~he geograpbical 
situation prior to the events of Jur ... e 1967, but 'Hill "also consider the 
negative effect vlhich vlould result from a cont:L"'1uation of the present situation." 

..;.. ~~ - :.: ~ ::,c.s ::·od that Bank -intervention a..Y1 d c:-u'::mo""-'- " L' .L..;_-: '=' r:.l ''' '~"T '' -,"'ould b'.:) 
"usef'''l <:l Yl d '\";-0"-; -~ .::,-.- .- -'-" ::' .:.> ~ + ~ ': ' . ... : ... . .... ~ r ..•. c-; .. y· ,. :. -;::~ , ",7 -iS- '~ 7-~' ~'; '~'~::':, ::. .: ... ~./ ·~~,~ml .~ .... ..... u.. C4J. 1. • ~~ "-" - '-"""- 'J v __ , \J _ ...... 1 ... .) _ "'""'" ...,_~ ....... _ _ . . .... _ \.1 .J.Jc..;..L ... . .. .. v\....:'u.. _ ...L V. I ........ _ J.V U . ...Lliv_\J 

is prepared to all o;·[ ~.i.e :8.:.:-:.k to p2.:. ... -0.:..(;il)~~~ :.:: ~:_e s t udy, -to receive informat.ion · 
a'Yld to cO:-iL":lent at each stage. If t he Bank 1·rer e involved, the total cost of ' the 
study lmuld be $75, 000; the cost to the Bank could be expected to be L"1 the 
order of $20,000 (one-third of fees to consultants and a $S~OOO participation to, 
IUOTO overhead cost). 

5. Contacts: 

The Bar..k has been informed of t u o s1:.rveys concerning the Hiddle East a!'ea, 
conducted for the Ford Foundation anQ the Ca rnegie Endolv.ment for Internatio~al 
Peace. 

The Rand Corporat ion, together Hi th Res ources for t he Future , is doing 
a Tr..Cl.j or resea.rch pro j ect for the Ford Foundation on econor.!ic CLDd political 
aspect s of the 7-,-riddle E::-..st. Sidney .Alexan d'3r) aD economi,st from '·U 'l' 1.S Horking 
with the R2ild Corporation, as research director of the study. Tne study's 
objectives are to help Ford obtaL~ a bet ter basis for plar~ing its operation 
in the Hid-East a.:.d to determine feas ible alternatives, if any fo~ economic 
d evelopmen t in t:le region considering politi cal realities. The survey -vlill cover 
the area located between l1orocco· a.Dd Ira.'1 Hi th particular emphasis on the 
area frorr. Egy?t through Ira.q. Eeports lvill be pr oduced next SU'-1Imer a..1"ld Hill 
be available fo~ the Ba.'1.k. Heanuhile, contacts and exchange of :information. 
will be 'maintained bet1':reen Bank staff members and the t1'lO ' organization's in 
charge of the slli~ey, as it has b een the , ~as~" during these last months~ 

Another survey is to be ,'undertaken under the aegis of the 'Carneg'ie ZndOli- , 
ment for ' L"'lternational 'Peace: li The Settlement of the Hiddle East Refugees: 'Proposed 
Economic Survey.1I Tne Survey is to be carried out under the full-time ', d ':"rection 
of an lIout s t2..."1cling international civil servant'l l'lhich cculd be Sir Eric 1trnctn:lm 
v.Jhite. In !laY, Hr. Harr is,one of the Vice-Fresiden ts of the Carnegie' Endolrrnent 
met \-lith Er. Lejeune, vrho later received :alsoCJ-aV Eric v.j)rndha.11l 1".f..'1ite. ( Tnis 
visi t foll ol-J'ed cont act s betl'reen 11r. F!' i edl11al1N ~ena tor J avi ts ) • Aftel" being 
informed on the r esearch made i..'>1 the Ballot: on the sa.Tile proble:ns, Sir ~ric asked 
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l'lhether people -in the BanK 'Hould be 1-rilling to contribute ideas and 
cOlTLv:lents to those Horking 0:1 tee Survey a..."'1d J.,:r. Lejeune ans1-rered 
positively. At that - time Professor Wilson of Indiana University 
1-laS approached to undertake the first part of t..l1e survey, i.e. pulling 
together basic date::. and pla."1. the survey • . No ne't'l L."lformation on the 
progress of this work has been recently transmitted to the Bank. 

JCDumoulin:afc 
IBRD 
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MIDDLE EAST 

At the rr1eeting of the Executive Con1111ittee of the Comn1isshm 

on the Middle ~ast in Washington on 25 August 1970, it was decided that 

the most useful role the Commission could play would be to prepare a 

development plan that would take into account the social and economic 

needs of the Palestinian Arabs and be of assistance to the UN Mcdi ~ 1 tor 

in carrying out his negotiations. 

Ambassador Velebit submitted to the Executive Comn1ittee on 

3 November 1970 a report entitled "Proposal for the Preparation of a 

Blue Print for Econon1ic and Social Development in Jordan, the Leba non 

and the Part of Palestine under Israeli Military Administration." The 

report and the budget of $250,000 were approved. Subsequently, the 

budget was approved by the Carnegie Endowment Trustees at their meet-

ing on 23 November 1970. 

Since that tin1e Ambassador Velebit has been involved in efforts 

to put together two teams of economists and other appropriate social 

scientists, which would have the task of preparing developn1ent programs 

for the Arab and Israeli sectors of greatest unen1 ployment. 

At the end of March 1971 an agreement was approved by the 

Executive Committee of the Con1mission and signed by Ambassador 

Velebit with the Israel Institute of Applied Social Research to prepare a 

development plan for the West Bank and Gaza Strip. The study will 

consist of: 
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a) A model of a development program, under alternative 
political assumptions, which will give priority to the 
creation of gainful em ployment, both short and long 
term, for the lllanpower of the area covered, and 
which will establish employment targets by area a nd 
by economic sector. 

b) Suggestions for projects, directly productive, as well 
as intrastructure investm ent, to achieve the suggested 
employment targets. 

c) An indication of the legislative measures and an esti
mate of the financial costs requi red to im plement 
such projects. The cost estinlates should cover the 
amount and character of external and internal financial 
requirements, covering a period of 5 and 10 years, 
respectively, and taking account of the absorptive 
capacity of the area. 

d) A statement of the development objectives a nd of 
criteria for the evaluation of the suggested projects, 
on the basis of which priorities could be established. 

The study is scheduled for completion no later than 31 August 

Ambassador Velebit is now involved in negotiations with two 

Yugos lavian Institutes for a parallel study on the Arab side. He has 

been assisted in the negotiations and the research design by the econo-

mist, Professor Richard Gilbert, formerly with the Center for Interna-

tional Affairs, Harvard Developnl e nt Advisory Service. 



Attachment 3 

. '~ Middle East Studies 

A • . Studies 'by the Bank 

Li t tIe research "Tas done by the Bank itself. Apart from our regular econcrnic 

repor~s on middle-eastern coUntries (UAR, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, $yria and 

Iraq) only one study .. Tas prepared by the Bank's staff: 

1. R. Sadove, Middle East: Agricultural Sector Heviews, July 29, 19GB. 

Two other studies were initiated by the Bank but undertaken by outside 

consultants: 

2. Computer .AD.alysis of the Euphrates River System, 1968. ' 

3. IUOTO, Prospects for Tourism Development in the Middle East Region 

(draft), Geneva, December 1970. 

B. Consul ta.nts Reports made available to the Bank 

1. 'l'he Yar.alouk-Jordan Valley Project. Harza Engineering. March, 1962. 

2" East funl-: Jordan Ha.ter Resou:rces. Hunting 'fech..'1.ical Services and 

Sir M. MacDonald, 1965. 

3. Planning for the De~elopment of the Jordan River Basin by President 

Johnson t 5 ¥D.ddle East Task Force~ June, 1967. 
., 

4. Jordan Val1p.y P:r0ject by D!!.r -.. ~.l IIcindCi5 a.l-J. (R:!.i.L'u"t,) ana. The I,j'et.t1erla.nds-

Engineering of the Hague. Dec~~ber, 1967. 

5. Kerak-Hasa Groundwater Irrigation Project. Sir M. MacDonald and 

Partners and Hunting Tcclmical Services .• Oc~··ober, 1968. 

6. Israel 1vater Development Program 65-80, Tahal, ] 964. 

7. For U.S. -Israel Joint- Board: Engineering feasibility ~.nd EconOT:lic 
~ 

Study for Dual Purpose Electric PO"{Ter. Water Desalting Plant for 

Israel. Janua~, 1966 (Kaiser Engineers and Catalytic Construction 

Company). 
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8. The Engineering Economics of a large-scale desalting plant in Israel 

(Paul W. MacAva,y - MIT and Dean Peterson of Utah State University), 

February 15, 1967. 

9. An agro-economic and a socio-economic evaluation or the Euphrates 

project by Nedeco for Euphrates Proj~ct Aut ho ri ty. Syria, August, 1964; I 

10. Hydrological s'.lrVey of Iraq by Harza Engineering Company and Binnie 

and Partners for the Government of Iraq. 1963. (NESA) 

li. Studies of Development on the River Diyala by Tom Jewitt, .or Hunting 

Technical Services.' October 6, 1967. (Memo V.C. Robertson to Sadove). 

c. RandCorporaticn: Resources for the Future '/1 ' . ' 
1. Middle F.ast oil and the Western Horld by Homan et al Schurr July 1969 , ' 

(draft). 
, 

2. Economic Davelopment and }~opulation Gr01,rth in the l1iddle East by Cooper 

and Alexander - to be issued Septa~ber 1971. 

3. Regional Arab Politios and the ,Conflict 'hrith Israel by Malcolm H. 

Kerr - October 1969. 

4. United States po~icy in the Biddle East: Constraints and Choices by 

William B. Quandt - February 1970. 

5. Mete~rological Aspects of Middle East ~later Supply by R.E. huschke, , 

R.R. Rapp and C. Schutz - Harch 1970. 

6. Fertility patterns and their detenninants in the Arab Middle East 

by T. Paul Schultz. - May 1970. 

7. Changing Hllitary perspectives in ' the }liddle East by J.C. Hurwitz -

September 1970. 

8. The Agricultural Potential of the Middle East by Cla-\~son, Landsberg 

and Alexander, 1971. 

/1 Financed by Ford Foundation 
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THE SECRETARY-GENERAL 

Dear Mr. McNamara, 

I enclose copy of a letter dated 9 May from His Majesty 
King Hussein of Jordan which was brought to me by the 
Permanent Representative of Jordan to the United Nations 
on Friday 21 May. 

I would like to discuss the proposal contained in 
this letter with you and with my concerned colleagues at 
the United Nations (Messrs. de Seynes, Hoffman and Narasimhan) 
at a convenient date fairly soon. My office will be in touch 
with your office to arrange a mutually convenient date and 
time. 

With kind regards, 

Mr. Robert S. McNamara 
President 
International Bank for Reconstruction 

and Development 
1818 H Street·, N. W. 
Washington, D.C. 20433 

Yours sincerely, 

a Q~_ 
~~ 

U Thant 

President h:::s seen 



THE ROYAL PALACE, 
Amman, Jordan, 
May 9th, 1971. 

o . 

As you will know Mr. Secretary General, ' the 
si~ua1:ion in· this area of the Middle East is still critical 
and potentially dangerous to those who live in it, and to 
the world at large. However, hopes have not been 
completely relinquished that a just and thus lasting peace 
might be achieved, in the interest of all in the area and 
the world community, through the implementation of 
Security Council Resolution Number 242 of November 22, 
1967, and the establishment of all the principles it contains. 

Looking with optimism towards such an end, I 
feel it necessary at this stage to solicit your help, possibly 
in cooperation with the World Bank on a subject that does 
not affect Jordan alone, but the area as a whole: This is 
the carrying out of an economic study of the Middle East 
with a view to proposing a regional development programme 
which could be implemented once peace is reached. We 
realize that such a study would be time and effort consuming, 
but at the same time we feel it would be well worthwhile 
if and when peace and stability prevail in the area. 

His Excellency 
U. Thant, 
Secretary General, 
United Nation, 
New York City, N. Y. , 

U. S. A. 

<& AA. c!R; ,,-CJ.J-.L !;ft. -e...o( 

-P-(~ "---f . 

" . 



THE LIQUIDITY CRISIS 
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1. The liquidity crisis, in which Pakistan now finds itself, has been 
the combined effect of two factors. First, beginning in 1969/70 and con
tinuing through December 1970, import licenses were issued and other payments ' 
authorized in amounts far in excess of available exchange resources. In the 
climate of speculation against the exchange rate that prevailed, available 
licenses were taken up quickly and orders placed against them. Excess 
authorizations, combined ~th speculative pressures, resulted in Pakistan 
losing, in the current financial year, exchange assets at an average monthly 
rate of roughly US $15 million, for a total of US $134 million from July 1, 
1970 through March 31, 1971. 1/ Second, exports from East Pakistan were 
suspended at the beginning of-March and no shipments took place through the 
end of April. Consequently, in May and June Pakistan will not receive 
exchange earnings in the order of US $25-30 million a month which normally 
would have accrued. Thus, what was already a difficult exchange situation 
was greatly exacerbated by the suspension of economic activity in the East 
Wing. 

2. It is difficult to see any possibility for the Government, through 
action in the economic or financial sphere, to avert bankruptcy. Whether 
Pakistan will in fact run out of exchange reserves over the next few months 
or whether it will just pull through will be determined by the relative 
movements in outstanding payments commitments falling due and in export 
earnings from East Pakistan. On the payments side, co~tments, in the 
form of letters of credit for imports, in the order of US $250 million were 
outstanding at the end of April. As for exports from East Pakistan, some 
small shipments of jute .. are reported to have been made in early May. How
ever, these were from stocks already at Chalna, the .major port for jute 
exports; total stocks there and at Chittagong are estimated at only 25,000 
tons, having an export value of roughly US $6 millio~. Thus, resumption of 
jute exports in significant quantities would depend on trade and distribution 
links with up-country areas being restored. 

3. As of April 29, 1971, Pakistan's official holdings of exchange 
assets in convertible currency 2/ stood at US $137.6 million. At this level 
they were US $9 million more than a month earlier. This increase cannot, 
however, be taken as an indication of an improvement in the underlying trend. 

Including the use of SDR's. 

Comprising US $67.2 million in foreign exchange, US $16.9 million in 
SDR 1s, and US $53.5 million in gold; excluding assets of US $25 million 
that represent the counterpart of ,deposits by foreign banks. 
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It appears rather to have been the result of several special factors: 
First, exports of jute and jute manufactures in Februa~, the proceeds of 
which Pakistan would receive in April, were, at US $32 million, about 20 
percent above the monthly average obtained in the first 7 months of the 
current fiscal year. Second, about US $6 million was received from Mainland 
China as an installment towards the purchase of planes from Pakistan. Third, 
from Februar,y onwards strong efforts were made by the authorities to reduce 
the amount of claims out.standing against aid-giving countries and institutions 
under reimbursing arrangements. Fourth, because of an error in communications 
between the Government and the State Bank, all debt service payments were 
suspended on April 13; the error was only detected towards the end of the 
month, and out of total payments of US $22 million due in April a substantial 
portion probably slipped in~o May. It is impossible to put a precise figure 
on the combined effect of these special factors, but US $20-30 million appears 
to be a reasonable estimate. Correction for the deferment of debt service pay
ments would reduce exchange assets held at the end of April by, say, US $10 
million to US $127.6 million. 

4. To assess the short-term outlook for its reserve position, the 
Government of Pakistan has prepared a forecast of the balance of payments 
covering the five months May through September. This suggests that over the 
period as a whole Pakistan stands to lose US $162 million in exchange assets. 
Suspension of conversion rights on certain debt payments, as already announced 
by the Government, would reduce the reserve loss by US $S4 million to US $108 
million. Thus; according to this forecast, the State Bank would, by the end 
of September, be left with about US $20 million of exchange assets in con
vertible currency. 

5. Briefly, the assumptions underlying the Government's forecast are 
as follows: 

West 
East 

Less 

~/ 

(a) Receipts - As regards merchandise exports, it is assumed 
that exchange receipts follow shipments by two months. 
Thus, receipts in the period May to September represent 
export shipments in March through July. These are pro
jected as sho~m below, together with some comparative 
data (in US $ million): 

Total Monthll Averages 
March - Jull Jul7 - Februa~ March -

1971 1970 1970-71 19b9770 1971 

Pakistan 172 163 32 27 34 
Pakistan 67 1/ 143 28 29 22 ~/ 
Subtotal 239 3 CAS 60 56 S6 

Barter (10%) 24 31 
Total 215 215 

May-July only. 

Jull 
1970 

33 
21 ~/ 
60 
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In the projection of exports from West Pakistan, the weak 
spot lies in the assumption that in the period April 
through July the expected seasonal decline in tradi
tional exports (mainly cotton and cotton manufactures) 
will be offset partly by a rise of 10 percent in other 
exports. However, ·al together the estimated exports 
from West Pakistan seems reasonable, provided the 
general economic climate remains conducive to main~ 
taining the pace of export expansion achieved in the first 
eight months of the current financial year. 

In contrast, there is at the moment no factual basis on 
which to judge whether the projected exports from East 
Pakistan are likely to materialize. As sho'Wl1. in the table 
above, the Pakistan Government estimates these exports to 
average US $22 million a month during the three-month 
period, May to July, as compared to actual shipments worth 
US $27 million a month during the same period last year 
-- the difference in total exports during the two periods 
being roughly equivalent to the loss of one-half month's 
shipments at last year's rate. Barring destruction of 
stocks on a large scale, supplies of raw jute in East 
Pakistan should be amply sufficient for shipments at the 
projected rate. Furthermore, achievement of this rate 
would not depend critically on jute mills resuming full 
production during the period as more raw jute would be 
shipped to offset shortfalls in manufactures -- although, 
of course, such a shift would result in total exchange 
earnings from the 1970/71 jute crop being reduced. How
ever , critical to t he Government r s estimate is the assump
tion that trade and distribution links will be normalized 
promptly, because, as noted above, stocks available at 
the points of export are very small. At the moment, it 
is not possible independently to assess the prospects of 
normalization proceeding as fast as would be necessar,y 
for the Government's estimate to be met. 

In addition to merchandise exports, the Government expects 
Pakistan to have invisible earnings of US $63 million during 
the period May-September, equivalent to a monthly rate of 
US $12.6 million. This compares with actual receipts of 
US $17.9 million a month in 1969/70 and US $14.7 million in 
the first eight months of the current financial year. As 
in the case of merchandise exports, two major assumptions 
underlie this projection: First, that no adverse develop~ 
ments will occur in West Pakistan that would affect 
earnings, including home remittances, flowing into that 
wing; second, that conditions in East Pakistan will fast 
return to normal. Failure of either one of these assump
tions to materialize would be reflected in a shortfall below 
the forecast, more seriously so in the case of West Pakistan 
which receives the bulk of invisible earnings, including 
home remittances. 
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Altogether, therefore, the Government forecasts earnings 
( . in convertible exchange to total US $280 million during 

the period May-September. It expects to receive a fUr
ther amount of US $15 million by reducing its outstanding 
claims against aid-giving countries and institutions 
under reimbursement arrangements. Thus, total expected 
receipts come to US $295 million. 

(b) Payments - The Government's forecast contains separate 
estimates for merchandise imports (excluding imports 
under aid or barter), invisibles and debt service 
payments. 

Payments for merchandise imports during the five-month 
period, from May to September, are projected at US $255 
million. Of this amount, US $200 million represents pay-, 
ments against letters of credit already outstanding at 
the end of April, assuming that 80 percent of such com-, 
mi tments, totalling US $250 million, will fall due before 
the end ' of September. The Government assumes that in 
addi tion US $55 million will have to be paid during the 
period against letters of credit opened in May and June, 
equivalent to 75 percent of new licenses to be issued 
during these two months. 

According to the Government's forecast, payments for 
merchandise imports would run at a monthly rate about 
20 percent higher than during the second half of 1969 
and 10 percent lower than in the latter half of 1970'. 
Thus, for a countr,y suffering from acute exchange 
stringency, imports are projected to continue . at quite 
a high level. One needs to recognize, of course, that 
the bulk of payments is due on commitments under letters 
of credit opened some time ago, about which the Govern
ment can do little, except perhaps by large-scale can
cellation of orders already placed. As for new commit
ments, the forecast assumes that lice'nses will be 
issued for US $75 million in May and June. This would 
be equivalent to an annual rate of imports of US $459 
million, roughly equal to actual imports, similar.lY 
defined, in 1969/70 and somewhat above the average 
level in the three preceding years. 

Invisible payments are projected at a monthly rate of 
US $14 million for the public sector and of US $8 million 
for the private sector, for a total of US $111 million 
for the five-month period. At this amount, invisible 
payments would run at a level somewhat lower than in 
1969/70, reflecting, apart from a general squeeze being 
applied now, mainly savings in freight for fertilizer, 
reductions in expenditures by officials and missions 
abroad, and the transfer of certain payments to full 
bonus. However, this estimate excludes exchange pay
ments for milita~ purposes. 
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Projected debt service obligations in convertible cur
rency and estimated actual payments, taking into account 
the suspension of conversion rights on certain debts, 
are sUlTll'Tlarized in the table below: 

Debt Service Obligations in Convertible Currency 
May 1 - September 30 t 1971 

(US$ million) 

Consortium Countries 
and Switzerland 

International Agencies and Assistance 
from ~nsortium Countries outside 
Consortium Arrangements 

Non-Consortium &>urces, inclup.ing 
Socialist Countries 

Total 

Debt Service Payments with 
Deferred Conversion 

of which: Consortium 
Switzerland 
Non-Consortium Sources 

Debt Service Payments 
in Foreign Exchange 

of which: International Agencies 
Consortium Countries 

.50.8 

3.5.1 

4.6 

.55.4 

49.6 
1.2 
4.6 

35.1 

19.2 
15.9 

6. Thus, the Government's forecast of receapts and payments in con-
vertible currency during the five-month period from May to September, may be 
swmmarized as follows (in US $ million): 

Receipts: Merchandise Exports I' 215 
Invisibles 63 
Reimbursements 15 

Total 293 

Payments: Merchandise Imports 1'1 
I 255 

Invisibles III 
Debt Service 22 

Total 401 

Deficit 108 
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In short, according to the Government1s forecast official exchange assets 
would be drawn down· during the period by US $108 million, from US $127.6 
million 1/ at the end of April to about US $20 million by the end of 
September, 1971. 

7. This conclusion requires some further comment. First, it appears 
that the Government1s forecast excludes payments for military imports. As 
it is, Paldstan I s exchange assets provide only a very small margin of safety 
as against the estimated deficit. There is no reliable information about the 
normal current size of military imports, and it is not lmown what, if any, 
additional exchange outlays are involved in the armed intervention in East 
Pakistan. However, if, as seems to be the generally accepted estimate, 
military imports are normally running at an annual level around US $100 
million, outlays involved during the period covered by the forecast would 
exceed the amount of exchange assets estimated to be left at the end of 
September. 

8. Second, a crucial element in the Government's forecast is the 
assumption that exports from East Pakistan will quickly be brought back to 
normal, starting sometime during the month ·of May. This is so because the 
bulk of East Pakistan's exchange earnings goes towards financing payments of 
the Central Government and West Pakistan rather than imports direct to the 
East vang. As noted several times before, it is difficult to judge whether . 
this assumption in the Government's forecast is realistic. 

9. Third, in vievI of the very small safety margin afforded by the 
present level of officially held exchange assets, it is not only the aggregate 
deficit that is important, but also its distribution over time during the 
period through September. One in~ortant element in this respect is the pace 
at which exports from East Paldstan are resumed. The other important element 
is the maturity structure of the letters of credit outstanding at the end of 
April which amouilt to US $250 million. The Pakistan authorities have been 
unable to provide any information about the monthly rate at which these 
letters of credit are likely to fall due. However, several considerations 
would suggest that the bulk of these outstanding commitments will fall due 
in the early, rather than the later, part of the period: in January, a much 
more restrictive import policy was introduced; between January and the end 
of March, the value of licenses issued for private imports against convertible 
currency came to only US $56 million and the total, including public sector 
imports, may amount to US $80 million; after the introduction of the new 
import policy there were the usual delays before the new system functioned, 
which make it unlikely that all the licenses issued through March led to 
letters of credit being opened by the end of April. 

10. In the attached tables, two alternative time patterns are sho~ for 
exchange earnings from East Pakistan and for import payments, without alter-. 
ing the magnitudes assumed in the Government's forecast for the period as a 
whole. They demonstrate how ~ilnerable Pakistan's exchange position will be 

1/ See paragraph 3. 
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o'ver the next two to three months to minor departures from the most favor
able assumptions. Furthermore, they suggest that the reserve position m~ 
well become critical in July. However, it should be noted especially that 
all these projections assume that Pakistan importers will continue to obtain 
normal cormnercial credit facilities for the financing of imports. If this 
assumption turned out to be incorrect, the situation would be considerably 
worse than shown in this note. 



Attachment 

ReceiEts and pa~ents 
(US$ million 

First Alternative (Early restoration of exports from East Pakistan; 
even distribution of import payments) 

May June July August September Total 

Receipts 

Merchandise 
W.Pakistan 39 33 33 33 34 112 
E.Pakistan 19 ~ 24 61 

Subtotal 39 33 . 52 51 58 239 

Less Barter (10%) 4 3 5 6 6 24 

Total 35 30 41 51 52 215 

Invisib1es 13 12 13 12 13 63 

Re-imbursements ..1. ..1. ..1.. ..1. 3 15 

Grand Total 51 45 63 66 68 293 

Merchandise 51 51 51 51 51 255 

Invisib1es 22 22 22 22 23 111 

Debt Service ~ 6 10 .l. ...2. 35 

Grand Total 80 79 83 76 83 401 

Deficit (-) -29 -34 -20 -10 -15 -108 

Exchange Assets 

at beginning 128 99 65 45 35 128 

at end 99 65 45 35 1 20 20 
,I 



Second Alternative 

Receipts 

Merchandise 
W.Pakistan · 
E.Pakistan 

Subtotal 

Less Barter (10%) 

Total 

Invisibles 

Re-imbursements 

Grand Total 

Pal!!!ents 

Merchandise 

Invisibles 

Debt Service 

Grand Total 

Deficit (-) 

Excha~e Assets 

at begirming 

at end 

Attachment 
p'age 2 

(Only marginal exports from East Pakistan in May, 70 percent 
of all payments for merchandise imports estimated to be 
payable during the period, fall due in May-July) . 

May June ~ August September Total -

39 33 33 33 34 172 
..2. 31 31 67 

39 33 38 64 65 239 

J! ..2 J! 6 ..1. 24 

35 30 34 58 58 215 

13 12 13 12 13 63 

-1. ..l. ..l. -1. .1. ' 15 

51 45 50 73 74 293 

60 60 60 38 37 255 

22 22 22 22 23 111 

7 6 10 ..l. ...2. 35 

89 88 92 63 69 401 

-38 -43 -42 10 5 -108 

128 90 41' 5 15 128 

90 47 5 . 15 20 20 
I I II 
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THE EXTERNAL FINANCING PROBLEM 

IN 1971/1972 

1. In order to illustrate the problems which Pakistan is 1ike~ to 
encounter in 1971/12 in the way of financing imports to support the country's 
economic activity, a very rough, tentative projection of sources and uses of 
foreign exchange has been made. The conclusion, based on assumptions about 
exports that must be regarded as highly optimistic, is that the performance 
of Pakistan's economy - being criticallY dependent upon the flow of raw material 
and other imports - is likely to be seriously affected by the continued inter
ruption in new non-project aid commitments. 

2. Exports from Pakistan are projected to increase somewhat to US$114 
million which, together with some US$210 million in invisible receipts gives a 
total of US$924 million in foreign exchange earnings in FY 1971/72. The 
projection as regards East Pakistan exports is clearly based on most optimistic 
assumptions. Against these earnings are claims to cover service on existing 
external debt (US$242 million), invisible imports and defense (US$315 million), 
and a little over US$loo million to replenish the low level of Pakistan's 
foreign exchange reserves. 

3. Only US$260 million is left to cover imports other than invisibles, 
capital goods financed under project aid, and military imports. To this must 
be added some US$150 million for disbursements under non-project assistance 
already committed. The total comes to US$410 million. 

4. Recent estimates of the rice and wheat crop in west Pakistan 
suggest that there will be a need to import some 500,000 tons of foodgrain 
into that Wing. In addition, some 2 million tons of foodgrain imports are 
likely to be required for East Pakistan. Thus total foodgrain imports 
into Pakistan of some 2.5 million tons may be needed which would cost about 
US$200 million. 

5. On the basis of these estimates, there would only be about US$2OO 
million left to finance imports of consumer goods other than food and of raw 
materials in 1971/72. Iri the years 1968/69 and 1969/10 imports of raw 
materials and consumer goods amounted to some $580 million, indicating - against 
these totals - a shortfall of some US$310 million for the year 1971/1972. 

6. Even after allowance is made for possible reductions in the use of 
exchange for invisibles, including in particular defense, and imports of con
sumer goods other than food, the magnitude of the shortfall that emerges from 
these illustrative calculations is clearly such that Pakistan could not possib~ 
hope to be able to avoid a sharp reduction in economic activity unless it obtains 
very subs tantial ne'i commitments of external assistance other than proj ect aid. 
To the extent that export earnings are less than indicated here - as they would 
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be unless the economy of East Pakistan functioned normallY throughout the year -
the situation would of course be that much worse. 

7. All this adds up to saying that, if a sharp reduction in economic 
activity is to be avoided in 1971/72 - and it is obviously meaningless in the 
present context to think in terms of growth and development - external assist
ance in the order of US$500 million appears to be needed soon in order to sustain 
the flow of raw material imports and replenish the pipeline of non-project aid. 
Of this amount, perhaps US$175 million may be needed in a form equivalent to 
cash (such as use of the Fund's resources and debt relief), US$200 million in 
food aid and the rest in non-project aid. 
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PAKISTAN: SOURCES AND DoES OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE 
(US$ NILLION) 

1968-69 1969-70 1970-71 1971-72 

1. Sources 

Merchandise Exports 681 687 N.A. 714 

1Vest Pakistan 357 338 378 
East Pakistan 324 . 349 336 

. ~~ J 

Invisib1es 201 249 210 

Total Available 882 936 924 

2. Uses 

External Debt Service 149 196 242 

Invisible Imports, including Defense 207 227 315 

Changes in Foreign Exchange Reserves 63 -32 105 

Total Uses 419 391 662 

3. Available for Fin~cing of Visible Imports 463 555 262 

Add: Disbursements from Pipeline of 
Committed Non-Project Aid 174 193 150 

Total 647 748 412 

4. Estimat ed Need for ~ooderain Imports 45 70 200 -
Net .A vailable 602 678 212 

5. Ravl Materials Imports 448 480 

Consumer Goods Imports (excluding foodgrains) 123 109 

Total 571 589 
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J. .ur " Knapp ,(Signed) J, B'urke Knapp 

pi.cusion i~ Ottawa egardi~8P _k1stan 

Durin 'Y visit to Ottawa on Friday, ay 14 Mr. 1tc ell Sharp, 
Secret ry of St t for . tern 1 Affait , a ked e to call u on hi to 
discu th situation in akistan. 

I .e hi a full and frank account of our view of the ituation, 
eov,er1ng th informatl0 d rived from r. car 111' visit to akistan 1 at 
week and from the discus 10 -, with uzaffar d in Wash!. atone 

Sharp va$ intensely inter ted and grateful for the i f rmation. 
He did ot ive much of a lead re ar in Canada' ttitude xcept that 
they ' ere very tr u 1 d out -providing id to Ea t or W t Pa i tan for 
80 further dev 10 ents i the diT etlon of a political rconcili ,tioD 
between the East an t e West. (He did not allude to it. tIle rned 
that apeetal robl m a b _en ereated fr tbe by tl rent pousal of 
the East Pa.kistan cue by f t e epar tit ele nt .... in ebec.) 

1 al 0 to th~ ocea ion to thank Sharp ( I had thank d 
Simon n t Deputy ~ int ter of Finance) for C ad' h"!lpful re pons to 
our appeal for a va c contributions to ID • 

ee: Mr. Me amara v-
ir D nis Rickett 

Mr. Car ill 

JBlCnapp; jk 



Mr. K. ,. J. L1Dch 

Qregorr B. Votaw 

PAKISTAN f . • 

I vould appreciate it "el'7 mw:h it you would ~ transmit the 
following secret message £1'(111 Mr. l'kNamara to tfr. Watanabe, President or the 
Asian Development Bank in l~al . 

trRGFm M~ MOST CONFIDENTI:\L :ron PRESIImm \t~ANABE .ASIAN DEVELOPMElrr BAN1t 
~ lCUMARA p~ l-nm..D BANK 

'!'RANKS YOURCABLE MAY 11 STOP BAlIK grAFF ~y PREPARmQ l'OSITICll PAPER 
'rAmm INTO ACCOUNT CARGILL'S VISIT TO ISLA!.!ABAD A.lffi TALKS OF H.M. Amt...AD 
(~rnOMIC ADVIsmt TO PAXISTk~ I'IteSIDENT) nJ VASIImGTOO THIS t'1EE!: "lITH Fm.Tl) 
CIj1.II-!A BAlrK cn1~-1A. AND US GOVEmlrmlT STnp PP.PER E~TED READY FOR DISPATCH 
MIDDLE OF NEXT HEEX S'MP l-TILL 5nm Ynt1 COP'I OF PAPER n -n'!EDIATELY SToP 
MEAlll-1HILE rr HAS Bmi CLARIFIED THAT ALPHA BlJlK/IDA ~1ILL c(Y<rrI:mE TO ~£!..LVE 
DEBT SERVICE PAn·mrrs BETA MORATf')RI!J}l APPLIES TO C(!·n~ DEBT TO C<lISOUrlmf 
COOlrrRIES ONLY n-rSOFAR AS CO!~IAL cmmrrs '-1ERE mCLUDlm IN COOSORl'IUM 
PLEOOES OF RESPEX'I"'l'IvE COIniTRIES PARA 

LEAvnll ASmE QUESTION OF Potrl'ICAL SE'l"I'Ln1Elrr !lID .AmW{G~tT8 \lITH UnITED 
llAT!OOS FOR RELIEF TO PREVENT WlDESPREAD F.A!IDm n~ EAST PAKISTAll BOTH OF Y.-mCH 
I CCllSIDER CRUCT...AL TO ABILITY OF G~rnmrrs P1ID INSTITUTIONS TO R.~Ptl-ID TO 
PAXISTk\!'S lrEED FOR E.XTm'~U1L ASSISTArCE COi'fr1A THE FOLLrn'[NG AJ.'1P.J.JTGEHE1ITS HAVE 
Bml AGREID lITH !<I.M. Am1AD Ff)R RESOLUTIOU OF ECmji)l·rrc AND FIN.A1~IA1 PROl3LEf{) 
nIDauGH A.~OPRIATE P..EFORM Pft..cKAGE nNOLvnro n~ PARTICULAR ElCHlulGE AND 
~11E SYSTEHS CClLa'l PRTI10 A FLW l!ISSIl'E ACCt')l·fPAUIlID BY R,\NK ST.AFF lVILL VIsrr 
ISl'.IlJWlAD IN JUlE roR Cm1PR~iSIVE P~VIEW OF EC(!'i!J1·!IC SrrUATION AIm DISCUS3I(lIS 
OF lJPROPRIATE PACKAGE 0_' !E.-\SUF.E3 FOR P.EFORri OF EJXHP"~GE ~ YSTE'~ STOP S~UNDO 
FmID 11ISSI(}t wrLL BE PRF£EDED BY BAliK MtSSIf!J ACCOHPk'ITED BY F'OND STAFF TO 
FJ\.ST PA!crSTP.N 'F.) ~.ssESS otrrr1JOK FOR NORH.fllilZATIOU OF mOtIOHIC SITUATION A}ID 
FUNCTIONING OF PROVInCIAL J1ID LOCAL ADMIltESTRNrIctt AND RELATED BALJUtCE OF PAntENTS 
AlID FISCAL OUTLOOK STOP SUBJECT TO CCWFIm·1ATION BY GOV&""rrU<lElrr BAnK }1ISSI'JN TO 
Efl.sT PAKL~.A.:.'1 l-lrLL START It.'ORK !BOOT JUHE arE Jlm FtnID HISSIllf TIl ISLlJ"..ABAD 
ABr'1UT JUliE TIll STOP Bryr}! 11ISSI(]{S En'ECTm CO:!?1!?rE vlORK BY JUliE 18 OR 19 
STOP A }!EE."l'IlTO OF HFJJlS OF DELmATlnNS PAKISTAn cot~SOP.1':rm{ IN PARIS JUNE 21 
UNDER C(ltSID1?RATlor~ ST0P CARGILL "TILL C0!.rFIRi DATE MR PARIS HEETIUG TO 
fttABLE ASWmANK ~RESmrATIVE ATTrnD RmARDS Sn~cERXLY 

!bank 70U vert' mucb tor 70Ur aasLstance • 
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 
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1tYr3t3 
INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 

CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mr. M. P. J. Lynch 

FROM: Gregory B. Votaw 

SUBJECT: PAKISTAN 

You have kindly offered to transmit a secret message from 
Mr. McNamara to Mr. Watanabe in Manila. This is the text: 

"URGENT AND MOST CONFIDENTIAL FOR PRESIDENT WATANABE FROM MCNAMARA 
PRESIDENT WORLD BANK STOP 

IN RESPONSE TO YOUR INQUIRY REGARDING PAKISTAN AM PLEASED TO PROVIDE 
FOLLOWING INFORMATION COLON P .A..T\:ISTAN GOVERNMENT HAS NariFIED GOVERNMENTS 
REPRESENTED IN CONSORTIUM THAT BECAUSE OF SERIOUS FOREIGN EXCHANGE 
POSITION A MORATORIUM APPLIES QUOTE ON CONVERSIONS FOR A PERIOD OF SIX 
MONTHS IN RESPECT TO MATURITIES OF PRTI~CIPAL AND INTEREST FALLING DUE 
FROM ONE MAY 1971 ON ALL CREDITS OBTAINED UNDER CONSORTIUM AUSPICES ENDQUOTE 
AND THAT DURING MORATORIUM PAKISTAN WILL MAKE DEBT SERVICE PAYMENTS INTO 
CREDITOR GOVERNMENTS 1 RUPEE ACCOUNTS IN PAKISTAN STOP GOVEP.NMENT HAS 
EMPHASIZED ITS DETERMINATION TO MEET ALL CONTRACTUAL OBLIGATIONS AND POINTS 
TO RUPEE PAYMENTS TO BE MADE ON DUE DATES AS EVIDENCE OF GOOD FAITH STOP 
APPARENTLY ALL INDUS TARBELA LOANS EXEMPTED FROM MORATORIUM STOP IT IS 
NOT YET CLEAR ~JHETHER THESE MEASURES APPLY ALSO TO COMHERCI.AL DEBT STOP 
THERE ARE INDICATIONS BUT TO DATE INCOMPLErE EVIDENCE THAT SlliTLAR ACTION 'R£t£A-T" 
BEING TAKEN WITH NON-CONSORTIUM COUNTRIES STOP BANK/IDA HAS NOT~ 
NOTIFIED THAT MORATORIUM WILL APPLY FOR PAYMENTS DUE TO BANK GROUP PARA Not-

IN ORDER ALLOW EXCHANGE OF VIEWS ON SITUATION CARGILL CHAIRED INFORMAL 
CONSORTIUM MEETING APRIL 30 IN PARIS AT WHICH FARRELLY REPRESENTED 
ASIANBANK STOP SUBSEQUENTLY CARGILL VISITED ISLAMABAD FOR MEETINGS 
WITH PRESIDENT AND OFFICIALS STOP FIRST INCOMPLETE REPORTS FROM THOSE 
MEETINGS TIJDICATE PAKISTAN'S FINANCIAL SITUATION EXTREMELY SERIOUS WITH 
VERY HIGH BUDGET DEFICIT STOP FOREIGN EXCHANGE RESERVE POSITION ALREADY 
TIGHT AND COULD BECOME CRITICAL BY JULY IN ABSENCE OF REMEDIAL · MEASURES 
"WHICH AS FAR AS 11\TE KNOW GOVERNI'1ENT HAS NOT YET FORMULATED PARA 

SHORTLY BEFORE PARIS MEETING PAKISTAN HAD REQUESTED STANDBY ASSISTANCE 
FROM FUND BASED ON REFORM PACKAGE PREPARED EARLIER THIS YEAR STOP SITUATION 
NOW SUBSTANTIALLY DIFFERENT AND EYE BELIEVE FUND COMMA PRIOR TO ANY STANDBY 
ASSISTANCE C011MA WILL REQUIRE REALISTIC ECONOMIC PROGRAM FROM GOVERNMENT 
AND REVIEW BY FUND MISSION PARA 

CARGILL RETURNING ~TASHINGTON TOMORR01rJ STOP ECONOMIC ADVISOR TO PAKISTAN 
PRESIDENT ALSO ARRIVING OVER WEEKEND FOR CONSULTATIONS STOP EYE WILL COM-
MUNI GATE vJITH YOU AGAIN NEXT WEEK WHEN FURTHER INFOR1'1ATI ON ON GENERAL 
SITUATION AVAILABLE PARA 
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REGARDING OPERATIONS ~ANK/IDA PRESENTLY NOT PROPOSING ANY NEW LOANS OR 
CREDITS BUT CONTINUING DISBURSEMENTS TO SUPPLIERS AND BANKS UNDER EXISTING 
LOANS AND CREDITS STOP SIMILAR POSITION INDICATED BY ALL CONSORTIUM 
COUNTRIES AT PARIS MEEI'ING STOP REGARDS SINCERELY 

MC NAMARA" 

Mr. Watanabe is President of the Asian Development Bank in 
Manila. 

Thank you ver.y much for your assistance. 
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY 

DEVELOPMENT ADVISORY SERVICE 
OF THE 

CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 

1737 CAMBRIDGE STREET 

CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSE'ITS 02138 
(617) 495-2165 & 495-2164 
CABLE ADDRESS: DASHARV ARD 

president Robert s. McNamara 
world Bank 
1818 H street, N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20433 

April 6, 1971 

Dear Bob: 

I am enclosing a me~hat a couple of my colleagues 
and I prepared on the situation in East pakistan. We have 
sent it to a few senators and Congressmen, but are not making 
it public. 

I am going to be in Washington next week and would 
like to see you on a couple of matters if you are going to be 
there. I'll get in touch with your secretary. 

Enclosure 
ESM:w 

sincere"...J ·yours, 

-f{ 
Edward S. Mason 

.Pre ident h 
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CONFLICT IN EAST PAKISTAN: BACKGROUND AND PROSPECTS 

I 

. Summary 

The independence of East Pakistan is inevitable. What started as 
a movement for economic autonomy \-lithin the framework of a united 
Pakistan has been irrevoeably transformed by the \vholesale slaughter 
of East Pakistani civilians into a movement that sooner or later will 
produce an independent East Pakistan--"Bangla Desh" is a matter of 
time. A complete discussion of the Pakistani question would include 
an analysis of cultural, linguistic, and social issues, which along 
with economics arid politics, are at the heart of the present conflict. 
This paper has a more limited goal: to assess the economic and political 
bases of disaffection in East Pakistan and to suggest the likely 
implications for international relations of the break-up of Pakistan. 

In brief, the fact of a large and widening gap in the average 
standard of living bet\-leen the t\vO regions of the country is incontestable. 
Even the West Pakistani-dominated Government admits that the average 
East Pakistani must make do with barely two-thirds the average income 
in the Hest, and he faces higher prices too. The East Pakistanis argu~ 
that income disparity is largely the result of a systematic subordin-
at ion of the interests of the Eastern region to those of the Hes t; 
specifically, the East Pakistinis charge that nlloc~tion of foreign 
exchange--both that earned by the export of East Pakistani jute and 
that provided by foreign aid--disproportionately favor.s ~vest Pakistan; 
that allocation of domestic investment reinforces the income disparity; 
and that high tariffs and import quotas raise prices to East Pakistanis 
in order to provide profits and jobs in West Pakistan. 

We believe that in the main the facts support these charges. 
Pakistan Government policies have at the very least exacerbated the 
inequalities ' that arise from an uneven distribution of natural resources 
between the two regions, and a disproportionate share of the benefits 
of economic devleopment have accrued to West Pakistan. 

The political program of Sheikh Mujib's Awami League, over
whelmingly endorsed by the people of East Pakistan in the recent 
elections, sought to correct these disparities by transferring control 
over economic policy from the Central Govern~ent to the provinces. 
The response of the Yahya Khan's Government has been to unleash a 
reign of terror whose full dimensions are only gradually becoming known. 

The West Pakistani Army can delay independence, but terrain and 
logistics, coupled with the implacable hostility of the East Pakistanis 
to what has become foreign domination, are on the side of "BangIa Desh". 
Apart from the elementary and overHhelming humanitarian interest in 
an end to further bloodshed, American interest lies with a quick 
rather than a slow realization of independence. Most important, 
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tensions in South Asia will be reduced. BangIa Desh and India will 
develop mutually advant.ageous economic and cultural relations, a 
move long desired by both side s but frustrated by Hest Pakistanis 
who have refused to countenance any normalization of relations in 
the East as long as the Kashmir issue remains outstanding. The 
Kashmir issue too is likely to subside in importance, not because of 
any reduction in tension in the '·Test--the Kashmir. issue has never 
aroused much interest in the East--but because West Pakistan, without 
the economic support of the East, will be unable to sustain the level of 
pressure it has been able to mount until now. In short, BangIa nesh 
will be a truly independent state, ready and able to maintain normal 
re~ations with its neighbors and the powerful nations of both blocs, 
but _a satellite or pa\VIl of no one. . 

The independence of BangIa Desh will be inimical to American in
terests only insofar as American aid is used to delay the inevitable. 
Economic aid to the Pakistan Government should be immediately suspended. 
The "one-time" exception made last year to the embargo of arms sales 
and military aid (imposed after the Indo-Pakistani war of 1965) should 
be rescinded. American arms must not be supplied to a government that 
makes war on helpless civilians. 

--
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II 

u.s. Economic and Nilitary Aid to Pakistan 

Since 1951 Pakistan has been a major recipient of U~S. economic 
aid amounting to approximately $3 billionl by 1969. Except for food 
aid donated under Public Law .480, the bulk of this assistance has been 
used to support industrialization in West Pakistan, with only a handful 
of projects undertaken in East Pakistan. 

The quantum of u.s. military aid to Pakistan is a classified 
figure but two esti~4tes2 put it between $1.5 to $2 billion for the 
period between 1954 and 1965. The assistance has included F-104 
Starfighters, Patton tanks', armoured personnel carriers, automatic 
and recoilless infantry weapons. This ' impressive array of modern .... 
weaponry ",as given expressly.) for defensive purposes. Hith Pakis tan 
an early member of SEATO and CENTO this military aid was intended 

. to bolster the armed containment of the Communist Bloc in the Dulles 
. era of U.S~ foreign policy but apart from the brief border . war with 

India of 1965 the only active use of these sophisticated weapons has 
occured against the unarmed and defenseless civilian population of 
EAst Pakistan. 4 

The growth and maintenance of the superstructure of the armed 
forces which was built up with massive U.S. military aid continued even 
after 1965 when the United States decided to put an embarg:> on the 
delivery of arms to both Pakistan and India. This was made possible 
by diverting resources frota the much .needed development projects. 
East Pakistan, poorer and less powerful politically than the Hest, 
suffered more by this irrational policy. 

Surprisingly, the United States has just recently (October 1970) 
made .an exception to its embargo on military sales to Pakistan. 
According to the information available, the United States has offered 
to supply Paksitan the .following items: 

(a) Armored personnel carriers (approximately 300) 
(b) Maritime reconnaissance aircraft (4) 
(c) F-104 jet fighters (6) 
(d) B-57 bombers (7) 

Fortunately, no sales or deliveries have yet been made. It is not too 
late to rescind the offer, a move that would be of practical as well 
as symbolic value. 
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III 

·Economic and Political Domination of East~ West 

The basic facts seem to support the East Pakistan charge of economic 
domination by the West. The economic disparities betweeri East and West 
~akistan have been so serious for so long that the Pakistan government's 
highest planning authority has been forced to take official note of 
them. 

"A recent reportS by a panel of experts to The Planning Commission 
of the Government of Pakistan provides authoritative documentation of 
the widening of economic disparities in the avO regions. The most 
striking fact in this report is the widening gap bet\veen the , income of 
the average West Pakistani and his Eastern ,counterpa'rt. In, 1959-60, the 
per capita income in West Pakistan was 32% higher than in the Fast. Over 
the next ten years the annual rate of growth of income of ~-1est Pakistan 
was 6.2% while it \'las only 4.2% in East Pakistan. As a result, by 
1969-70 the per capita income of the Hest was 61% higher than in the 
East. 6 Thus in ten years the income " gap doubled in percentage terms; 
it increased even more in absolute terms. 

East Pakistanis blame three instruments of cen tral governmen t 
policy for their plight: 

1. Pakistan's scant investible resources, ?lus foreign 
aid, are directed unduly to the development of ~-Test Pakistan--to the 
comparative neglect of East Pakistan • 

2. In particular, East Pakistan's foreign trade earnL~gs 
/' 

. are diverted to finance imports for West Pakistan. 

3. Economic policy favors West Pakistan ' at the expense 
of the "East. Specifically, tariffs, import controls, and industrial 
licensing compel East Pakistan to purchase commodities from l-les t Pakis tan 
which, but for the controls, they could obtain more cheaply in "lOrld 
markets. 

We believe the East Pakistani claims to be largely justified. 
First, it "is indisputable that the bulk of public investment has been 
in l-Test Pakistan though the majority of the population lies in the 
East. With 60% of the population, East Pakistan's share of central 
government development expenditure has been as low as 20% during 
1950/51-1954/55, attaining a peak of 36% during the Third Five Year 
Plan pe~iod 1965/66-1969/70. East Pakistan has received an even smaller 
share of priva"te investment, less than 25%.7 

It may be true, as defenders of Pakistan government policy claim, 
that the great bulk of worthwhile investment opportunities have ~ been 

in the '{est, though the rela tive at tractiveness of the lvest may be more 
the effect of overall government policy than a cause. In any event the 
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fact remains that investltents in the Hest have done little or nothing 
for the people in the East. 

As for the second point, it is clear that foreign exchange has 
been allocated to the detriment of East Pakistan. Over the last two 
decades East Pakistan's share of total Pakistan export earnings has 
varied between 50% and 70%, \'lhile its share of imports has been " in the 
range of 25% to 30%.8 Until 1962/63 East Pakistan has shown significant 
surpluses on foreign account, which has changed in recent years to small 
deficits. By contrast the lvest's foreign trade has shown a substantial 
and chronic deficit that has absorbed virtually all foreign exchange 
made available thro4gh foreign aid. 

With respect to the third point, general econondc policy ' has 
clearly favored Hest Pakistan. The tvest f s preponderant share of imports 
and investments might have provided inexpensive necessities for all 
of Pakistan's people. In fact it has allowed the development of in
efficient9 industries, which, ironically, have prospered largely because 
of tariffs and quotas that have made East Pakistan a captive market. 
40% of all exports of H~st Pakistan are sold to East Pakistan; in 
1968/69 the t~est soid 50% more to the East than it bought from the 
East. 

An "analysis of foreign trade data reveals that a net transfer of 
resources has taken place from East to West Pakistan. According to the 
official report referred to above, East Pakistan has transferred ap
proximately $2.6 bill:Lon to " ~vest Pakistan over the period !948-49 ~o 
1968-69.10 

In short, Pakistan's economic policies are harrnfuf to East Pakistan. 
"Exploitation" may be a strong word, but it seems clear, all in all, that 
East Pakistan's economic interests have been subordinated to those of the 
West, 'anrl that the East Pakistanis have had good cause to resent that 
fact. 

The economic domination of East Pakistan has been facilitated by 
West Pakistani dominance of the Central Government. The military regime 
in Pakistan has "existed; ''lith modifications, since 1958, and decision
making authority rests with a well-entrenched civil service and their 
military bosses. All senior military members of the administration 
have been tvest Pakis tani, and of the senior officers in the Central 
civil services, 87% were Hest Pakistani in 1960,11 and the proportion 
has not changed much since. The Deputy Chairman of the Planning 
Comffiission and the Central Finance ~linister, key individuals in resource 
"allocation, have always been West Pakistanis. 

The location of the Cen tral Government in t-lest Pakis tan has en
couraged the concentration of industry and the entreprenneurial class 
in West Pakistan. 12 Such a concentration is to be expected in an 
economic system ~~~~e direct allocational control of resources by the 
government makes direct access to government authorities a prime 
business asset. 
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IV 

Background ·to the Break-Up of Pakistan 

The history of economic and political dominat.ion of Eas t Pakistan 
by the lvest led naturally to increasing demands for provincial autonomy, 
spearheaded by Sheikh Huj ibur Rahman's A\vami League. Its 6-poi.."1 t 
platform for autonomy sought to transfer control over foreign trade'
foreign aid allocation, and taxation powers 'to the provinces so that no 
province could be dominated through disproportionate control of the 
Central Government's powers over resource allocation. 13 

At the polls last December this Awami League platform swept 167 
of . the 169 seats in the National Constitutional Assembly that were 
alloted to East Pakistan. The Awami League's 167 seats constituted an 
absolute majority in a chamber of 313. The political and military 
powers of West Pakistan tried to pressure Sheikh ~luj ib into compromising 
on his 6-poin t autonomy mandate. In particular Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, 
leader of the West Pakistani People's Party which had won 80-odd seats 
in the elec.tions, demanded that control of trade and aid should remain 
with the Central Government. When Sheikh ~lujib refused to compromise 
on these instruments of past economic domination, Bhutto announced a 
boycott of the Constitutional Assembly scheduled to meet on ~Iarch 3. 
General Yayha Khan used this pretext to postpone the Assembly inde
finitely. This arbitary postponement provoked deomonstrations in Dacca 
and other cities on Harch] ., which the military decided to control 
by ' force. The mili tary authorities conceded 172 deaths in the dis
turbances (the Dacca corresponden t ot the London Obse rver put the 
figure nearer 2000) •. Despi te this bloody provocat:~ou Lhe Awami League 
refrained from declaring independence. Instead they launched a 
campaign of civil disobedience to demand a return of t .roops to barracks 
and an enquiry .into the firings. The campaign of non-cooperation 
effectively transferred civilian authority to Sheikh Mujib but even in 
the massive rally of Harch 7 Sheikh Mujib still spoke of c united 
Pakistan with autonomy for each province. His preparedness for nego
tiation and cOilunitment to the unity 6£ Pakistan was demonstrated by 
his continuation of talks for the next two yjeeks despite the 1;vell-advertised 
in,flux of West Pakistani troops. Indeed:t in retrospect it \vould ' appear 
t;hat the Hest Pakistani officials ,vere never negotiating in good faith; 
negotiations were a way to forestall an open break until sufficient 
numbers' of Hest Pakistani troops could be brought on the scene to unleash 
a terror whose full dimensions are only now becoming known. The Awami 
League's cornnlitment to a peaceful political settlement was convincingly 
demonstrated by the complete lack of preparation of the civilian 
population to the onslaught14 of military arms which #as unleashed on 
them on the night of Thursday l~rch 25. 
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International Implications of an Independent "BangIa Desh" 

From ne,,,s reports no\~ availz.b1e it would appear that the use of 
massive military fire power has broken the Awami League and its sup
porters in most urban centers. But control of urban centers at gun
point in a country where 90% of the population lives in rural areas 
hardly constitutes a frame,,,ork for any effective government, let alone . 
a popular one. The imn~diate prospect is for ruthless military rule 
in urban centers, with tenuous control over a countryside which is 
likely to become increasingly the base for armed guerilla resistance. 

The base for such a movement clearly exists. The overwhelming 
support for the Awami League's demand for autonomy was clearly shown in 
the election results of December when 167 out of 169 seats allotted to 15 
East Pakistan were won by the League. As reports of military massacres 
are carried by urban refugees to the rural areas, the democratically 
expressed sentiment for autonomy is likely to be converted to a militant 
desire for independence. It is possible that a West Pakistani army 
of occupation can suppress the Bengali nation for two months, six 
months, or a year, but the American experience in Vietnam illustrates 
only too painfully the impossibility of holding an entire population 
captive by force of alien arms alone. 

The emergence o~ an independent BangIa Desh appears to be inevitabl~ 
in the long run. ~ndt remains in question is how much blood will flow 
before it occurs. Politically it is clear that the longer it takes to 
achieve independence, the more likely it is that cont~ol of the in
dependence movement will slip a,.iay from the moderate leadership of 
the Awami League to the more leftist National Awami Party {which did 
not contest the December elections}. 

·- Assuming that the independence movement succeeds while under 
Awami League control, certain predictions may be made about its relations 
with neighbors and super-po,,,ers. As expressed in public statements of 
Sheikh Mujib, an independent BangIa Desh will es.tab1ish friendly re
lations with India and set up economic trade to their mutual advantage. 
Up to now such trade--and all cultural ties--have been trust rated by 
the West Pakistanis who dominate the Central Government. They believe 
that, short of war, th~~r only lever to force a settlement of their 
Kashmir claim is the econorntc interest of India in trade with East 
Pakistan. By contrast, East Pakista~ has never been aroused by 
Kashmir, and in the 1965 ,,,ar no military actfvij:y took place lV±thin 
its borders. S~rong linguistic and cultural ties with the state of 
West Bengal in India are likely to help cement durable good relations 
bebveen the two countries and reduce tension in the area. Unable to 
share the burden of military expenditures with teh East, \Vest Pakistan 
is bound to tone do~m its policy of controntation with India, a con- , . 
frontation which for the past 24 years has diverted scarce resources of 
both these poor, populous countries from much needed economic develop
ment to defense. 

\ 

\ 
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As an independent nation BangIa Desh might conceivably establish 
marginal economic contacts wi.th Communist China. But these are un
likely to be any greater than the current scale of trade and aid be t\veen 
China and Pakistan, and will certainly b~ less than the likely range 
and depth of .East

l 
llengal's economic ties to neighboring India. As 

long as India is the main trading partner (and both pronouncements of 
Awami League leaders and the economic geography of the region support 
this possibility), it is unlikely that BangIa Desh will become a 
satellite of Communist China. 

The U.S.S.R. has in the past three years become an active patron 
of the military clique that controls Pakistan. Soviet aid has in
cluded considerable economic aid (including agreements for a steel 
mill in Hest Pakistan) and some military aid. The Soviet initiative 
has been largely a response to gro\V'ing Communist Chinese ties \>]ith 
P&<istan. This competition between rival giants has redounded to the 
benefit of West Pakistan "tvhere the central government and military 
establishment are based. The U.S.S.R. has not been sensitive to the 
aspirations of East Pakistanis in the past, and is unlikely to make a 
new BangIa Desh an arena for superpower competition for influence. 

A major goal of U.S. foreign policy in this area has been the re
duciton of the debilitating confrontation between India and Pakistan. 
This goal will surely be advanced by the existence of an independent 

. BangIa Desh friendly to India. t~ost observers believe that the Awami 
League leadership will follow a neutral foreign policy> pa.cticularly 
if the U.S. and multilateral aid agencies like the Horld Bank are the 
major aid donors. 

Bengali independence will be inimical to American interests only 
if by following short-sighted policies we drive East Pakistan into the 
arms of another power--the U.S.S.R. or China. To the extent that 
Bengali independence is delayed by means of American arms, the i~~ge 
of the United States will suffer, and rightly so. The offer of arms 
to Pakistan by the United States Government in October 1970, whatever 
its ostensible purpose, will, if implemented, oil a Pakistani military 
machine that is making war on its own citizens. The United States 
Government must rescind this offer forthwith. No further wilitary aid, 
or economic aid--which directly or indirectly provides foreign exchange 
that makes it possible to buy weapons abroad--should be given to West 
Pakistan until it withdra\vs its occupation force from East Bengal and 
recognizes the independence of the Bengali nation. 
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8. Total foreign exchange available for imports is made up of export 
earnings and foreigp aid. All data on trade are compi.led from ' official 
statistics issued by the Central Statistical Office, Governmen t of 
Pakistan. 
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the Central Government East Pakistan's share was onl'y 20 per cen t. 
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13. The Six Points are: 

(1) Establishment of a federation "on the basis of the 
Lahore ResG1tltion and the Par Ii amen tary frametvork of governrnen t wi th 
supremacy of legislature directly elected on the basis of adult fran
chise. 'II 

(2) Federal government shall deal with only two sub
j~cts, that is, defense and foreign affairs, and all other residuary 
subjects should rest in the federating states. 

(3) There should be either two separate but freely con
ve,rtible currencies for the 1:''';0 wings or one currency for the t"hole 
country provided that effec'~ive constitutional provisions tvere made to 
stop the flight of capital from East to \-Jest Pakistan. There should 
be separate banking reserves and a separate fiscal and monetary policy 
for East Pakistan. 

(4) Denial to the Central Government of the right of 
taxation; vesting of tax provisions in the hands of the federating 
states \vith the Central Government receiving a fixed share. 

Pakistan. 

(5) Foreign trade; Five steps shall be taken: 
(a) There shall be two separate accounts for foreign 

exchange earnings. 
(b) Earnings of East Pakistan shall be under the 

control of East Pakistan and the same for "lest 
Pakistan. 

(c) Foreign exchange requirements of the federal 
government shall be met by the two wings either 
equally or in a ratio to be fixed. 

(d) Indigenous products shall move free of duty 
within the two wings. 

(e) The constitution shall empmver the unit govern
ments to establish trade and commercial relations 
with, set up trade missions in and enter into 
agreements with foreign countries. 

(6) Set up a militia or para military force by East 

14. Preplanned according to reports by foreign corresponden.ts, e.g. 
SydneySchanberg in New York Times, ~furch 26-29. 

15. The eyewitness account of a British corresppndent in Hashington 
Post Narch 30 leaves no doubt about the appropriateness of the word 
"massacre It • 
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NOTE ON ACTION R1~uIRED TO REPLENISH THE COMMITME~f AUTHORITY OF THE 
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION 

The International Development Association (IDA) will have exhausted its 
existing authority to make new loans by June 30, 1971. Unless action is taken 
immediately to replenish that authorit~, no new loans to such countries as India, 
Pakistan, and I~donesia may be made by the World Bank Group after that date. 
This note describes the nature of the problem and suggests a course of action 
to resolve it. 

The IDA is an affiliate of the World Bank set up in 1960 to extend credits 
on very soft terms (10 years grace period; repayment over the following 40 years; 
with a service charge of 3/4 of 1%) to those countries which are too poor, or whose 
balance of payments is too weak, to enable them to accept loans on harder terms. 
Since IDA itself lends on soft terms, it cannot afford to borrow on the market and 
is therefore dependent for its funds on contributions from governments. 

' IDA's initial capital consisted of subscriptions of $1 billion, lof which 
$765 million was subscribed by the governments of the developed countries (the 
so-ca~led Part I member countries). Further replenishments took place in 1964 
and 1969, amounting to $750 million and $1200 million respectively. In July, 1970, 
negotiations for a Third Replenishment in the amount ot slightly over $2400 million 
over a three-year period (roughly $800 million a year, of which the U.S. was to 
contribute 40% or $320 million) were concluded between governments, and . the Aeree- . 
ment is now awaiting action by legislatures. Under the terms of the Agreement, it 
cannot come into force until a notification has been received from member countries, 
including 12 Part I members, accounting for $1900 million of the contributions •. 

, This means that the arrangements cannot become effective without the notification 
of the United States Government. 

It was made clear in the negotiations that .by June 30, 1971, IDA would have . 
fully committed the funds at its disposal and would therefore need fresh COIT~it
ment authority (the necessary cash to finance disbursements, on the other hand, 
would be needed only over a period of approximately 7 years · from the date of 
commitment). The negotiations were begun in the last few months of 1969 with the 
object of concluding them not later than July 31, 1970, thus allowing slightly 
less than a year for the necessary legislative action if the arrangements were to 
become effective by July 1, 1971. Ratification of the agreement by the U. S. 

J 

Congress before July 1, 1971 now appears highly unlikely. 

IDA already has in the pipeline projects amounting ,to $1.5 billion and, 
allowing for projects which may be discarded or delayed, planned commitments for 
the f~scal year beginning July 1, 1971 amount to $950 million. If there were to 
be a delay of no more than 6 months in Congressional ratification of the Third 
Replenishment (i.e., if Congress were to act by December 31, 1971), IDA would 
need to find about $450 million to cover commitments in the period July 1 to 
December 31, 1971. This might be done by asking member governments, other than 
the United States, to make voluntary contributions without waiting for the Agree
ment to become effective on the understanding that such contributions would count 
toward the discharge of their obligations once the arrangements came into force. 

It is of the utmost importance for the work of IDA that there should be no 
delay in providing it with fresh commitment authority before July 1, 1971. The 
World Bank management needs to know, therefore: 

1. ~~at prospect the U.S. Administration sees that Congress will ratify the 
agreement by that date. 
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2. If Congressional ratification of the ~greement cannot be achieved by 
July 1, what course of action the U.S. Government would reco~nd that the Bank 
management should follow. 

If the U.S. Government were itself to conclude that the Congressional action 
required cannot be completed by July 1, IDA could ask for voluntary advance con
tr i butions from other member governments. In these circumstances, it 'tvould be· 'of 
t he greatest assistance if the u.s. Government would send a communication to the 
other Part I member governments saying (a) that it is the firm intention of the 
U.S. Administration to use all means at its disposal to secure the necessary 
a c t ion by the Congress as soon as possible after July 1, 1971, and that it has 
good hopes that such action can be completed not later than December 31, 1971, 
and (b) that, in the meantime, the u.s. Government would regard it as in every 
way helpful if other member governments would agree to make advance contributions 
since such action by them would help IDA to continue its operations without 
~nterruption. 

3/13/71 
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